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MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHJ:NGTON UNIVERSJ:TY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETJ:NG MINU'l'ES: 
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenata/990217.htm 
~residing Officer: John A1soszatai-Petheo 
Marsha Brandt Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL: 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Adamson, Beaghan, Bullock, Gray, 
Hawkins, Hood, Mustain, Soliz, Wyatt 
Phil Backlund, James Bailey (SeaTac), James DePaepe (SeaTac), Barney Erickson, Beverly 
Heckart, John Lasik, Charles McGehee, Jack McKay, Don Nixon (SeaTac), Connie Roberts, 
Roy Savoian, Warren Street, Carolyn Wells 
CHANGES TO AND APPR~ OF AGENDA: MOTJ:ON NO. 3198 (Passed) Robert Blackett moved and Glen 
Bach seconded a motion to approve the agenda as changed: 1) Add "Student Report" to New Business 
(Robert Blackett), 2) Move VI. 4. forward if necessary. 
APPR~ OF MINUTES: The minutes of the February 3, 1999, Faculty Senate meeting were approved 
as distributed. 
COMMUNJ:CATJ:ONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request) 
Richard Mack: 2/8/99, Re: Faculty Morale 
REPORTS: 
A. ACTJ:ON J:TEMS: 
Public Affairs Comndttee: Robert Fordan moved approval of the following resolution commenting 
that state lawmakers may shift tuition-setting authority, but ultimately people will look to 
them for accountability. The overall concern was what would the ratio of the state-to-student 
funding be with the shift. There was the potential to shift more and more of the burden onto 
the students. 
MOTJ:ON NO. 3199 (Passed Unan~ously) 
"The Faculty Senate supports leaving the tuition-setting authority with the State 
Legislature and maintaining the present ratio between state-to-student tuition funding." 
Comment: The whole idea of the state-to-student ratio was one which has been badly eroded over 
time. We want to go on record as saying "if the need is there for more money to be spent, it 
shouldn't come out of the student's pockets- it should be shared between the students and the 
state." 
President Nelson: Central's initial position before the governor came out with his proposal was 
that student tuition should only rise with the cost of inflation. The Council of President's 
put together a set of tuition principles. The Board of Trustees at their February 12th meeting 
did not support the tuition principles. It is the state legislature who will actually decide 
who will have control. Right now we do not know whose position the legislators will adopt. 
Primarily, in all our activities at Central, tuition should be predictable, affordable and on a 
rational basis. In the past six years, even in the legislature, it has not been rational: it 
has been 4%, 10%, 15%, 4%. 
Blackett: The position of the Associated Students of Central-Washington University is one 
against local tuition-setting control as outlined in their legislative agenda. 
B. DJ:SCUSSJ:ON J:TEMS: 
1. CHAJ:R: 
Alsoszatai-Petheo: 2/16/99, Re: Report o( Board of Trustees Meeting of February 12, 1999 
Ivory Nelson: 2/8/99, Re:.Faculty Salary Issue/Board Study Session . 
Revised Report (Faculty Salary Issue ... )from Office of the Provost as of 2/17/99 
Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo distributed the above three documents to the Senate and urged them 
to read them carefully. 
senate Meeting: 2/17/99 
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p.Et]i:S~::Nelson collimented that the legislators are still in session and Central and its 
p~es~r univers~ties.are testifying.against a bill which will provide forty-five h~urs 
s~7t·on-free educatJ.on to all publJ.c school teachers. If passed, Central would use up all 
t~l~lg tuition waivers for public school teachers. It would effect our overall 
of :L~llllent. Another bill is WUE (Western Undergraduate Exchange). It allows institutions 
enro fourteen western states to cha·rge a similar tuition. The out-of-state tuition for 
in tl'l~ate of Washington is very high. If this bill passes, it will allow Central to ~he s_ an out-of-state student one and one half time the tuition of an in-state student. 
clla·rge d East'ern use this considerably. Eastern had about one hundred fifty students last WS~ 3~0 take advantage of this because they were able to recruit out. Central has asked 
year included f~r one hundred students. We have also asked to increase our waiver 
to peritY f~om 8% to 10%. That will allow us to recruit and assist more students. 
autllO . 
still working on faculty salary issues. A letter was just sent off to legislators ~e ar~ing some of their questions. Tomorrow Trustee Glover and Senate Chair Elect Beath 
~srebe in olympia together meeting with several legislators as relates to the faculty 
~1l y question. The chair of the Music Department and Ms. Lindley, Director of salar~ment Relations have also been working hard on the Music Building. G<:JVe&-.-·· 
i 1ative budgets will not be out until after the March forecasts. We won't have any Leg 5 about what we will have for operating budgets-nor capital budgets until after then. 
idea 
ciate Dean McKay commented that it would not look good for the university to oppose 
~s~uate education from a public policy point of view. If the revenue that we are going 
qra et is lost, how do you make up for it. The assumption would be that we would still !~t q eompen-sation from the state for educating those students t~rough an FTE. 
sident Nelson announced that Robert Perkins is Central's Faculty Athletic 
pre h h . Representative to t e NCAA. Et an Bergman J.s the alternate. 
oM-LINE EDUCATION: James DePaepe, Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs/Vice 
Provost for Learning Technology, presented information regarding the instructional 
delivery mode of web-based/on- line instruction. He has researched web-based instruction 
with faculty and staff of Central and several other institutions (Western, WSU, uw, 
western cooperative (subsidiary of WICHE). His presentation was not about the virtues or 
apprel1ensions of web-based instruction, but to report a need voiced by several faculty who 
want to gain more experience with th~s new pedagogy to the point of taking sabbaticals to 
lear-n how to put courses on-line. Some estimates indicate it may take two months to take 
a course in transitioning into web instruction. Dr. DePaepe suggests Central provide the 
opportunities for faculty to learn this new technology, facilitate the learning activity, 
and -mentoring development. Central needs to create resources designated for faculty 
develo~ment in this area, hire a service provider. For the campus infrastructure, the 
course catalog, academic advising, the bursar and career counseling, registration and 
~ssions forms, financial aid forms, and payment on-line need to be thought out. Most 
leges and universities hire vendors to help them produce their on-line campus were 
have a similar look and feel so that students can easily take more than one course 
having to learn a new system each time. Senators will need to consider 
~··~~·~•ectual property rights, faculty compensation, faculty development, course 
ions, advising, workloads, etc. Administrators will need to be creative and savey 
~unding mechanisms. Many departments would like to have this capability as early as 
1 1999. Dr. DePaepe recommends using the Center for Lifelong Learning to pilot a 
and a few programs to assess the efficacy of such before launching into a state-
ed effort. The costs for faculty development range from $30,000 to $150,000. The 
~~r~AH•~ costs range from $100/course to $100/student/course. The service costs range 
$150,000/year to $3,000/course/year. A beta test site will allow Central to save 
tantially. 
tor Emmans, who has taught and developed an on-line course, felt that the talents, 
N • hardware, equipment which are already on this campus are being overlooked. We 
etscape Composer. There is' no mystery to programming- it's typing basically. To 
~vendor will require faculty to lose control. Control of content is good, but 
Y need the control of how it got there, and how it can be altered. 
en.tor Bl -camp~ ackett asked whether Dr. DePaepe had spoken with any student representatives oL 
• Dr. DePaepe had not. 
., . 
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5 . SENATE CONCERNS: 
Trustee Glover's Motion: The question was raised as to what it meant to table the 
motion. Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo replied that Robert's Rules of Order allows that tabled 
motions remain on the table until someone decides to remove it by making a motion to do 
so. If it is not taken off the table by the end of the session, it dies. Tabling-a 
motion allows a body to not discuss and not vote on an issue. Senator DeVietti commented 
that the motion almost died for lack of a second. The question was asked if the Board was 
prepared for the motion. Senator DeVietti responded that it was his impression that 
Trustee Glover had spoken with the Board regarding the motion during the December break -
that the trustees were well aware of his intention to present it. It did not come out of 
the dark. It was very frustrating to have no communication from the Board as to why they 
acted in that manner, as to what their thoughts were regarding this very important issue. 
Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo did indicate to the Board at the time, that the tabling of the 
motion was the wrong move and sent the wrong signal. The question was raised as to 
whether or not the Board indicated they would be studying the motion for discussion at the 
April 16th meeting. Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo mentioned that Trustee Jones did state after 
the meeting that she needed time to digest the information which was received in the 
Board's morning study session of February 12th. She felt there were enough public 
statements of position with no action. She preferred that the Board's actions speak 
louder than a public statement. The comment was made that there have been, at least, six 
times in the past few years that the Board has patently ignored the wishes of the majority 
of the faculty. Senator Gamon remarked that Trustee Glover has put in a lot of time and 
effort to study faculty salary problems. Legislators hav~ told him that Central created 
the problem. They want to be sure before they make any changes that there is a mechanism 
in place that will stand in place for years to come. Trustee Glover's well-thought-out 
resolution presented to the Board is part of that protective process. It should not be 
ignored. The thought of an independent audit was expressed. 
Meetinq of Concerned Faculty: Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo brought to the Senate's attention 
an e-mail all have received regrading a meeting of concerned faculty at Grupe Center for 
March 1, 1999, at 4:00 p.m. This is strictly colleagues -no titles, differentiations, 
etc. 
99/00 Senate Executive Committee: Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo solicited senator's interest 
in serving on the 99/00 Senate Executive Committee. There are two at-large positions, a 
chair elect position, and a secretary position to be considered. This does not preclude 
that a current chair may serve a consecutive term. 
Complexity of Salary Issues: Senator Uebelackeer felt the Board should be given a 
benefit of the doubt to need time to study the complexity of the salary issues which face 
us. He expressed the hope of seeing a plan designed to solve this problem internally. To 
depend on the legislature for extra funds is beating dead horses. He wondered what the 
Board's response would be if there were a more concrete plan presented to them. Chair 
Alsoszatai-Petheo pointed out that Trustee Glover's motion used the term "define" because 
he was sure there would have to be a process of defining/crystalizing before action could 
be taken. Also, the attachment presented to the Board at its morning session already has 
the beginnings of plan and design. It is beginning to be addressed. Thirdly, despite the 
vote, there is the sense that this will not go away, it is a critical issue and needs more 
understanding and work. To what degree that translates into action is a whole other 
issue. 
President Nelson spoke to the ten recommendations on page 10 of the Study Session 
document. He has asked the Provost to start looking at how to put together a plan. 
Concrete steps are being made and people are looking at how to go about this. A letter 
went to the legislature today and Central's numbers with the auditors show that there has 
not been a decrease in the faculty salary pool, some of the salary savings has been used 
for equipment, travel, etc. 
Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo highlighted the fact that all of this does not address the 
fundamental issue of the action of the Board in tabling the motion. The motion was 
flexible enough to deal with these problems, it would have put the Board squarely on the 
record as to what they are trying to do both for Central faculty and at the legislature. 
They did not take that opportunity. 
6. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE :REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No Report 
Minutes: Faculty Senate Meeting: 2/17/99 
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BUDGZ'l' COMMZTTZB -
Barney Erickson reported that the Budget Committee is working with the Code 
Committee in trying to get some things together for Code changes. The committee is 
trying to get a feel for scenarios that may happen down the road with respect to 
monies received. With lack of Board and legislative action, there is ·not much 
direction. The committee is studying the documents being currently issued and is 
working on getting a plan for recommendations when action is forthcoming. 
CODE COMMZT'l'EE -
Beverly Heckart reported that the Code and Budget Committees are diligently working 
on the salary issue. On February 24th, the Code and Budget Committees will have 
their third joint meeting and there should be some scenarios from which to choose. 
on December 8, 1998, the Code Committee sent the Provost a diplomatic letter 
regarding the proration of summer salaries in the event of low enrollment. On 
January 29, 1999, the Code Committee sent the Provost another letter protesting even 
more strongly the administration's intent to go forward with the proration of summer 
salaries on the basis of enrollmen~. This letter was perceived as an ultimatum. 
The Provost's response in his letter of February 10, 1999, was that the Code 
Committee had exceeded their competence. The Code Committee feels it is 
omnipotently competent. However since the Provost disagrees, the Code Committee met 
with him last week. One hour of the two-hour meeting was devoted to the issue of 
summer salary proration. It was decided to bring the issue before the Senate. 
Therefore, since the Provost is engaged today in "extra-necine" warfare with the 
Higher Education Coordinating Board, the "internecine" warfare will be addressed at 
the March 3, 1999, Senate meeting. 
The Code Co.mmittee is requesting that Senators digest the above-mentioned 
communications which are a·ttached to the agenda. A vote will be taken at the March 
J<d Senate meeting as to whethe.r or not the senate wants prorated salaries based on 
enrollment. The Provost will make a presentation at that meeting. The Code 
Committee will collect from senators any questions concerning any information 
desired that will help senators vote. The questions will be recorded verbatim and 
be transmitted to the Provost so he can provide information for the Senate agenda by 
February 24th. 
Questions: 
-School-by-school what was the frequency of prorating on the basis of enrollment 
during the last two years? 
-What was the averaqe percentage of proration of individuals' salaries school-by-
school during the last two sUmmer sessions? 
-If we had not experienced proration on the basi3 of enrollment during the last 
summer session, would we have been able to offer all the classes that we did? HOW 
would the absence of proration on the basis of enrollment during the last summer 
session have eaten up all the profits earned or would the university still have 
experienced a profit? If so, at what level would profits have resided school-by-
school? 
-To what extend have program considerations been included in the proposed 
prorations? 
-To what extend has summer teaching faculty· collaborated with the administration in 
the design of the proration policies that are being proposed by the administration? 
-How, in general terms, did the university, the colleges/schools, departments spend 
the distributed profits from summer school after the last two summer sessions? 
-When would a faculty member know whether or not he/she would experience proration 
on the basis of enrollment? At the time of summer school registration? on the first 
day of class? At the end of the summer ad/drop period? ' 
Senator DeVietti clarified that the Code Committee has interpreted Section 15.30 of 
the Code one way and the Provost and the deans another way. 
15.30 Summer Salaries 
Unless otherwise provided in this code, the salaries for regular 
university faculty teaching at least twelve credit hours during the full 
-· Minutes: Faculty Senate Meeting: 2/17/99 
summer session, in addition to their regular academic contract year, 
shall be 2/9ths of the salary for the previous academic contract year. 
Salary shall be prorated for a partial load based on credit hours taught. 
{BT Motion 5932, 9/20/85] 
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In response to the question as to who has the authority to interpret the Code, Chair 
Heckart pointed out the provision in the Code (Section 1.15) for the Code Committee 
to render a formal interpretation in response to a formal request. 
A senator commented that there is one part in the Code which speaks specifically 
about proration in terms of load. 
So if a professor has five credits, he/she would be paid differently than if they 
were carrying twelve credits. There is nothing in the Code which speaks to prorating 
due to enrollment in a particular class. It reads as if five credits should be five 
credits. There is a little clause, that baring unforseen financial circumstances, 
these things will fly. 
15.40 Applicability of Code to Summer Session [BT Motion 6023, 9/29/86] 
The provisions of this Faculty Code shall apply to summer session 
unless summer session funding circumstances warrant exceptions. Such 
exceptions must be reviewed by the Faculty Senate. 
Barney Erickson made the historical observation in terms of proration. As Summer 
Session Director from the early 1980's to the early 1990's, he noted that Central 
went from state support to self-support. At the time of state support, Central had a 
limited amount of money and prorations were done on a regular basis so that things 
could be balanced out with the moni¢s available. In 1987 or 1988 the legislature 
switched from state support to self-support. At that time, summer session was run on 
much the same basis as before - on a zero-based budget, projecting income and 
expenses, and we zeroed out. Proration was a major part of that also because monies 
were allocated to departments and much depended upon the enrollment. In the mid-
1990's a philosophy seemed to have changed on campus. We went from a zero-based 
budget to a profit-making organization. What has happened is that a philosophy of 
"we need that money now" has become very prevalent so that we can get things for the 
university that we cannot get any other way. Proration has been a major piece of the 
action up to now. It has, however, become distorted - becoming a school-by-school 
type of thing rather than a univers:Lty tool which we used to use. 
Senator Blackett wondered how this would affect students. Chair Alsoszatai-Petheo 
commented that the discussion would take place at the March 3m meeting of the Senate. 
CUlUUCULUM COMMITTEE - No Report 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - No Report 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMXTTEE - No Report 
~ BUSINESS: Senator Blackett proposed the Senate add a Student Report section to the agenda. He 
rhetorically questioned whether or not the Faculty Senate could be successful without representation 
from the whole university community which would include part-time faculty. He also advised the 
Senate that student representatives from the ASCWU would be working with the Academic Affairs 
Committee to discuss a standard for course syllabi. 
Senator DeVietti pointed out that the Senate is not a governing body, but a recommending body. 
Senator Gamon added that the Senate should do its "job" and the Union should do the job of 
bargaining for working conditions. He viewed that as a much stronger position for success. 
Charles McGehee commented that at the time when the rules for representation were established there 
were hardly any part-time faculty. The original argument was that full-time faculty constitute the 
body of the faculty, the continuity of the core that carries programs over time. What has happened 
over the past ten to fifteen years is that the number of part-time faculty have risen as substitutes 
~or regular faculty and have shifted the issues substantially. That has never been recognized in 
Ahe rules. There is a proposal before the Senate now which has been there for, at least, eight 
years.* A committee was formed to examine the organization of the university which transcended the 
two presidential regimes of the time. One of their recommendations was that the Senate be 
reorganized away from departmental representation which creates an atmosphere of parochialism. The 
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d'epartments 1,1ltimately vote in their own interests rather than in the insti tution's interest. The 
committee recommended was to go to a representational body wherein Senate members represented 
broader constituencies. Most major universities (i.e., UW, WSU) have such an arrangement. 
*Ghair' s Note: Recommendations are· i n·troduced as par t of a motion. 'Any recommendation (motion) 
which i~ not acted on by the Senate during the year when it is introduced, dies at the end of that 
year's session. To be active, it must be re-introduced at s\lbsequent year(s') session{s). This 
recommendation h~s not been re-introduced for some years now. 
ADJO~: The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 
*'*'*NI:X'l UGOLAil FACULTY SENATE MEETING: March 3, 1999*'*'* 
BARGE 412 
AGENDA 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, February 17, 1999 
BARGE412 
INTERACTIVE CONNECTION: SEATAC 
I. ROLLCALL 
ll. Motion: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS 
Public Affairs Committee: 
MOTION: "The Faculty Senate supports leaving the tuition-setting authority 
with the State Legislature and maintaining the present ratio 
between state-to-student tuition funding." 
VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS 
1. CHAIR (1 min.) 
2. CHAIR ELECT (1 min.) 
3. PRESIDENT (10 min.) 
4. James DePaepe, Assoc VP/Vice Provost: ON-LINE EDUCATION (15 min.) 
5. SENATE CONCERNS (15 min.) 
6. SENATE COMMITTEES (45 min.) 
Academic Affairs Committee: Charles McGehee 
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson 
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart (20 min.) 
(Expanded Report Attached. Please read and be prepared with 
objective questions.) 
Curriculum Committee: Luetta Monson 
Personnel Committee: Robert Perkins 
Public Affairs Committee: Linda Death 
Vll. NEW BUSINESS 
vm. OLD BUSINESS 
IX. ADJOURNMENT 
**ftNEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: March 3, 1999*** 
BARGE412 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Provost I Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
MEMORANDUM Date: February 10, 1999 
TO: 
FROM: 
COPIES: 
SUBJECT: 
John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Linda Death, Vice Chair, Faculty Senate 
Terry DeVietti, Secretary, Faculty Senate 
Cindy Emmans, At-Large Member 
Lynn Richmond, At-Large Member 
Rob Perkins, Past Chair 
David P. Dauwalder, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affair~~C..... 
I. Nelson, L. Babener, L. Douglas, J. Ninnemann, R. Savoian, B. Heckart, 
B. Benson, E. Bergman, J. Eubanks, D. Majsterek, L. Raubeson 
LETTERS FROM THE FACULTY CODE COMMITTEE 
Over the past two months, I've received two separate letters from Beverly Heckart in her role as 
Chair of the Faculty Senate Code Committee. Copies ofthe letters are attached. 
In the December 8 letter, items 1-3 appear to restate what is stated in the code references. 
However, item 4, which refers to Section 15.30, presents statements that appear to extend beyond 
the provision expressed in that section ofthe "Faculty Code." The text of item 4 appears to 
define various rights of students, cite a course cancellation policy, and describe a statement that 
defines proration for partial load based on credit hours taught as the only method of proration that 
is appropriate. It is the only proration policy cited in the code; however, the code allows 
additional processes for consideration of other policies related to summer session funding, which 
would include other proration policies. 
In the January 29letter, the Faculty Senate Code Committee appears to take its position even 
further, advising me to advise the deans "to stop all plans immediately to prorate salaries on the 
basis of enrollment for summer sessions, 1999." 
The Faculty Senate Code Committee is charged with the foUO\.ving functions: receiving, 
reviewing, initiating, and making recommendations or proposals for amendments to the Faculty 
Code. As a standing committee of the Faculty Senate, it reports its recommendations to the 
Senate, not elsewhere in the institution. The only exception that appears in the "Faculty Code" is 
related to formal interpretations (Section 1.25), which require a written recommendation directly 
to the president and subsequent action by the Board of Trustees. 
The Code Committee has and continues to coordinate its efforts with appropriate individuals, 
groups, and committees, as noted in its charge. I continue to appreciate the efforts of the 
Barge 302 • 400 E. Bth Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1400 • FAX 509-963-2025 
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Faculty Senate Executive Committee -2- February 10, 1999 
committee to do so. Perhaps the two letters were intended to serve that function; however, parts 
of those letters appear to extend the role of the Code Committee beyond that identified as its 
charge. 
The issue that appears to have generated these two letters is the issue that has been characterized 
as "college-based proration policies." A series of college-based policies that are related to 
summer session funding circumstances have been deveJoped through the policy-development 
governance processes in the academic colleges and school. Those policies have been forwarded 
to the Faculty Senate for review under the provisions of Section 15.40 ofthe Faculty Code. 
Section 15.40 identifies the Faculty Senate as the appropriate faculty body to review these 
policies. 
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this issue with you, the Executive Committee, or the 
Code Committee if it warrants further discussion. Separately, I encourage you and the Executive 
Committee to place the issue of college-based plans related to summer session funding on the 
agenda for a future meeting of the Faculty Senate. 
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
December 8, 1998 
Mr. David Dauwalder, Provost 
Office of Academic Affairs 
Campus--7503 
Dear David: 
Faculty Senate 
RECEIVED 
DEC 0 9 1998 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
The Faculty Senate Code Committee has reviewed the Faculty Code 
with respect to the administration of summer school and brings the 
following items to your attention. 
1. Academic program is the fundamental consideration in planning 
summer sessions. [Preamble Faculty Code Section 15.20] 
2. No faculty member has the right to teach summer school but the 
university shall give preference to regular [tenured and tenure-
t::-c'.::k] faculty in the assig~.:tent to teach summer school if their 
qualifications match progran:. needs. [Faculty Code Section 15.20 
B.] . 
3. The university does not have the right to request any faculty 
member to teach during SW!l-'Ller sessions. [Faculty Code Section 
15.20 B.] 
4. Faculty who accept assignment to teach in the summer school 
shall be paid the full amount of their contract independent of 
class enrollment and any decision to cancel a class for low 
enrollment must recognize the right of the students to have the 
class taught as advertised. No class shall be canceled unless the 
enrolled students and the faculty member are mutually agreeable 
that it not be taught. Pro-ration of faculty salaries except for 
load is prohibited. [Emphasis of code committee; Faculty Code 
section 15.30] 
For summer school, as for the other quarters of the year, academic 
program is the fundamental consideration for planning and 
assignment. It follows that those judgements that lead to 
publishing a summer session's class schedule mutually obligate 
faculty and administration to make good on their promises to 
deliver the program, as published, after enrollment has begun. 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7509 • Barge 409 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX: 509-963-3206 
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. ·. 
students have the right to take courses as advertised, and academic 
integrity requires that all offerings with any student enrollment 
be delivered. 
It is clear that present practices of invoking contingency are not 
consistent with the provisions of the Faculty Code and that the 
only pro-ration of salary provided for within the Code applies to 
reduction in salary based upon contact hour load. 
Sincerely, 
Yk~ 
rt, Chair 
. cc. Mr. John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair· 
Faculty Senate 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
January 29, 1999 
Mr. David Dauwalder, Provost 
Office of Academic Affairs 
Campus--7503 
Dear David: 
Faculty Senate 
Rt:::c~ IV!2o 
JAN 2 9 7999 
OFFICE OF 
THE PRovosr 
In a letter dated December 8, 1998 the Faculty Senate Code 
Committee drew your attention to the fact that Faculty Code Section 
15.30 makes no provision for prorating summer salaries on the basis 
of student enrollment. It has now come to our attention that the 
university's administration, not only in clear violation of the 
Code but in the face of extreme dissatisfaction over salaries and 
the commercialization of the university, this proposed action only 
corroborates faculty concerns about the university's commitment to 
shared governance. 
In response to the administration's proposed policy on prorating 
summer courses, the Code Committee recommends that you advise the 
academic deans to stop all plans immediately to prorate salaries on 
the basis of enrollment for summer sessions, 1999. There is no 
c :>n?Je l li::a reason to continue the practice. : . . : :1e 1998 summer 
the· university profited by over one-half million dollars. The 
anticipated profit for summer 1999, though estimated to be lower, 
is still projected to exceed one-half million dollars. The Code 
Com.11itte: understands that this profit may be used to benefit 
· faculty in a variety of ways, but it sees no reason to deprive 
individual faculty of full salary for a class actually taught 
because of the vagaries of who knows what. 
Through prudent planning, based on current trends, it is possible, 
for the most part, to plan summer school so that a department as a 
whole but makes a profit while maintaining program integrity. 
Colleges and departments are able to balance one faculty member's 
good enrollment with another's low enrollment. In subsequent 
summers, the individual faculty members' situation might reverse. 
The same holds true for colleges as a whole. In one recent Faculty 
Forum, a dean argued that we should begin to look at the university 
holistically. The Code Committee recommends that this practice 
begin with summer school, 1999. 
A related summer school issue has also come to our attention. We 
understand that individual college plan to continue the practice of 
awarding salary bonuses to those faculty whose graduate students 
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David Oauwalder, Provost 
Paqe Two 
complete theses durin.q summer 1999. The Cadle Committee was charged 
at the beqinninq of this year with findingr a substitute for that 
practice. Additionally, the university's auditor has requested 
from us an interpretation reqardinq the award of credit for 
individual studies and theses supervisic1n durinq the reqular 
academic year (Faculty Code Section 7 .20). The Code Committee has 
devised a solution tc> both these problems that responds to these 
requests. We will qx·eatly appreciate discussinq this matter with 
you as quickly as possdble (See below. ) • :cf we aqree on a policy 
for this problem, such aqreement should address the payment of such 
bonuses for summer school, 1999. 
several years aqo, the Code Committee, after an extremely 
uncomfortable meetinq with the universi ty's auditor, met with you 
and the deans to plead that some consistency amonq schools occur 
with respect to the administration of policies enunciated in the 
Faculty Code and in other places. We did so in the spirit of 
collaboration with the deans. We never aqain wanted to be placed 
in the position to undermine the deans' desire to benefit the 
faculty as much as they can. The current plans for summer school 
iqnore our past cooperative and respectful spirit and set the scene 
for further dissatisfaction amonq the faculty and confrontation 
with the administration. 
we will appreciate your stopping all current plans for proration of 
faculty salaries on the basis of enrollment durinq summer sessions, 
1999. We have made an appointment to discuss this and other 
matters with you (.documents to be supplied subsequently) on 
February 10 from 3-5 p.m. The complete committee can only meet on 
wednesdays at that time because of our heavy teachinq loads and 
disparate schedules. Thank you for your consideration in this 
matter. · 
Sincerely, 
cc. J n Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Provost I Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
MEMORANDUM Date: February 10, 1999 
TO: John Alsoszatai':"Petheo, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Linda Beath, Vice Chair, Faculty Semite 
Terry DeVietti, Secretary, Faculty Senate 
Cindy Emmans, At-Large Member 
Lynn Richmond, At-Large Member 
Rob Perkins, Past Chair 
FROM: David P. Dauwalder, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affai rs~ 
COPIES: I. Nelson, L. Babener, L. Douglas, J. Ninnemann, R. Savoian, 
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR FACULTY SENATE REVIEW OF COLLEGE-
BASED POLICIES RELATED TO SUMMER SESSION FUNDING 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
Please permit the four college deans and me to present the attached college-based plans related to 
summer session funding circumstances for review by the Faculty Senate at either the March 3 or 
Aprill4 meeting ofthe Faculty Senate. 
Each of the academic colleges at Central Washington University has developed through its internal 
policy-development processes policies related to the management of summer session expenditures. 
Each college-based policy has been developed by deans and department chairs in consultation with 
the faculty of the college or school. 
Section 15.40 of the CWU Faculty Code allows such exceptions due to "summer session funding 
circumstances." Such exceptions must be reviewed by the Faculty Senate. In past years, such 
policies had not been viewed to be exceptions; however, our more broad-based discussion of 
summer session budget plans during 1998-99 suggests that review of these policies by the Faculty 
Senate is appropriate. Therefore, I am making this request. 
Attached are the following policies for the following colleges and school: 
College-Developed Policy 
Thesis Pay for Summer Quarter 
Proration Process for Summer Session Courses 
Pay for Thesis Supervision 
Revenue Sharing 
Summer School Proration Policy 
Policy on Summer Fiscal Management 
College or School 
College of Education & Professional Studies 
College of Education & Professional Studies 
College of the Sciences 
College of the Sciences 
School of Business & Economics 
College of Arts & Humanities 
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PRORATION POLICIES ESTABLISHED BY 
EACH ACADEMIC COLLEGE/SCHOOL 
FOR APPLICATION DURING 
SUl\'IMER SESSIONS 
Central Washington University 
January 1999 
This document presents the established summer session proration policies established 
through policy-development processes in the four academic colleges/school. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Thesis Pay for Summer Quarter 
(Adopted March 6, 1997) 
The maximum funding, per committee, is $500. Each department has the flexibility for 
distribution to committee members . Total thesis pay, per faculty member, will not exceed 
$2,000. 
Proration Process for Summer Session Courses 
The following process is used by the chair to make decisions regarding faculty salary prorations: 
1. Review the overall profit status for department, program, and division with the intent of not 
penalizing faculty. 
2. Look at the total enrollment load for the individual faculty member. 
3. Take into account independent studies or arranged courses for the faculty member. 
4. Recognize the obligation to students and faculty-What are the "negatives" associated with 
canceling a course? 
5. If the overall enrollments for all courses are low, provide the option of proration to the faculty 
member. If overall enrollments are within or approach the class-size guidelines and the 
department/program is showing a profit, no proration occurs. 
To reduce the likelihood of proration becoming an issue, chairs: 
1. Schedule courses that have been successful in previous years, and 
2. Identify potential "money losers" in advance and seek faculty agreement, in advance, about 
what will happen if course enrollments are low (i .e., experimental courses, starting new 
programs) 
Summer Proration Policies -2- January 1999 
COLLEGE OF THE SCIENCES 
5.3--Pay for Thesis Supervision 
5. 3. l It is the policy of the college to compensate instructors of record in summer courses 
numbered 700 (Master's Thesis). The faculty member is paid a standard amount for each 
student credit hour of enrolJment. The standard amount is a portion of the cost of one 
credit of graduate tuition, withholding a portion estimated to be sufficient to cover faculty 
benefits and university-based fixed costs. 
5.4---Low Enrollment Courses: Cancellation, Proration, and Enrollment Balancing 
5. 4 .I Before summer session begins, the associate dean estimates the number of students 
needed to support the costs of each course. Courses with insufficient enrollment are 
subject to cancellation or may be offered under terms of reduced faculty salary (Summer 
Session Policy Manual, VI.A.4). These actions are taken after consultation between the 
associate dean and department chair. 
5.4.2 If an underenrolled course is close to sufficient enrollment, the associate dean, in 
consultation with the department chair, may recommend to the dean that the faculty 
member will receive full salary for teaching the course. This will be the case only if 
other courses in the same department have sufficient enrollment to generate excess 
revenue that balances dte deficit in the underenrolled course. Excess enrollments in one 
department will not be used to balance low enrollments in another department. 
5.4.3 Excess enrollments generate excess tuition revenues, a portion of which is returned to the 
college and department in the form of revenue sharing. The college's policy on 
enrollment balancing and prorated salaries recognizes that the desirability of revenue 
sharing income varies across departments. 
5.5-Revenue Sharing 
5.5 .1 If summer session revenues exceed summer session costs, the provost distributes a 
portion of the excess revenue to the dean. It is the policy of the college to distribute all of 
these revenues to the college's academic departments. Two methods are used to effect 
this distribution. 
5 .5 .1.1 The majority of the funds are distributed in proportion to the department's excess revenue 
generation. These funds are placed in the department's Ledger 2 Summer Distribution 
account as soon as the dean receives the college's allocation from the provost's office. 
5.5 .1.2 A smaller portion is retained by the dean for later distribution to departments, as needs 
emerge. Examples of these needs include: · costs associated with interviewing applicants 
for faculty positions, travel expenses, equipment costs for new faculty, and faculty 
development projects. 
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
Summer School Proration Policy 
l. At the end of the pre-registration for summer school, the Office of the Dean will examine its 
model to determine if the school is breaking even. If the SBE surpasses break even, the full 
schedule may proceed. 
2. If the SBE is not breaking even, each department is examined to see if any surpass break 
even. If a department surpasses break even, no proration will occur in that department. 
However, ~xcess revenues from that department may be applied to shortfalls in other 
departments. The application of excess revenues is based on a fixed amount per credit. 
3. If a department is still not breaking even, then individual professors' enrollments are 
examined. If enrollments average 18-19 or more, an individual professor will not be 
prorated. 
• If enrollment averages less than 18-19, other revenues generated by the faculty member 
through independent studies or cooperative education are considered, which would 
counteract any possible proration. In addition, the individuals will have the opportunity 
to try to generate extra enrollment and/or income to counteract the possible proration. 
• The professors will also inform the Chair and the Office of the Dean whether they will 
still teach the course if there is a proration. If they do not wish to teach under prorated 
conditions, other faculty may be extended an opportunity to lead the class or the class 
may be cancelled. 
4. Finally, the Office of the Dean will wait until the end of the second day of summer school to 
finalize any prorations and revise contracts . At that point, the SBE will go through the 
procedures outlined above one more time. Efforts will be made to not prorate those 
professors with only one course. 
Approved by Faculty Policy Committee 3/31/97 
Approved by SBE Executive Committee 5/22/97 
Approved by SBE Dean 5122/97 
.... • ~ I 
.. 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS & HUMANITIES 
Policy on Summer Fiscal Management 
The College goals are to insure that summer offerings are program driven and address student 
needs, maximize the revenue generated by summer session, and provide equitable employment 
for faculty who desire it. To those ends, the following policy guidelines wiU inform summer 
fiscal management. 
1. Departments will be required to justify their proposed summer offerings in terms of student 
and program needs, past enrollments, and other evidence of enrollment potential. Course 
offerings should balance general education needs, undergraduate and graduate program 
requirements, and special interest courses designed to meet specific interests of student and 
community audiences. The schedule should also balance high enrollment courses with 
special interest courses, if proposed, to promote revenue for department and college use. 
2. Based on projected programmatic needs, each department will be expected to develop a 
policy for insuring that summer courses are available to faculty on an equitable basis. 
3. Departments should develop a list of alternate faculty who would be available to teach 
scheduled courses in the event a course may need to be prorated and the faculty member 
assigned to the course does not wish to teach it on a pro-rated basis. 
4. A break-even budget figure will be calculated based on total course costs by department. The 
total course costs will be the sum of faculty and T A (if applicable) salaries, benefits, 
department costs, and overhead as charged by the university. 
5. If total department enrollments generate revenue at least 20% above the break-even budget 
sufficient to cover all course costs, courses will not be canceled or pro-rated if they meet 
minimum enrollments of five for graduate courses and eight for undergraduate courses. 
Decisions will be made through consultation between the Dean's office, the chair, and the 
. faculty member. The calculation of break-even plus 20% will be made at the point necessary 
to make a decision regarding the status of the course and the faculty contract. 
6. If total department enrollments generate revenue below 20% above the break-even budget 
sufficient to cover all course costs, courses will be prorated according to the following 
formula. 
a. For courses in which student enrollment is 75% or greater than the break-even figure, the 
faculty member will receive maximum salary for the course. 
b. For courses in which student enrollment is between 50% and 74% (inclusive) of the 
break-even figure, the faculty member's salary will be pro-rated to 75% of maximum 
salary. 
c. For courses in which student enrollment is below 50% of the break-even figure, but 
above the minimum enrollments of five for graduate courses and eight for undergraduate 
courses, the faculty member's salary will be pro-rated to 50% ofmiximum salary. 
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Date: February 17, 1999 
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VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the 
meeting. 
Thank you. 
. -
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
February 8, 1999 
Dr. Ivory V. Nelson 
President 
Central Washington University 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
Dear President Nelson: 
Department of Economics 
Over the past week a number of references to my 1997 earnings have been made by colleagues 
from several academic disciplines. Upon inquiring of the source of this information, I was given a 
copy of the attached study which was ~e~eased by your office last term. Your own recent referral 
to the results of this study in a meeting with a department in the College of Sciences was one 
source of its recent circulation. As I understand it, the study was initially released to the chair of 
the Faculty Senate along with your suggestion that this material be made available for discussion 
at the Senate and for distribution to the faculty. Understanding that earnings are ultimately a 
matter of public record, the senate chair made the decision to distribute it, but restricted 
distribution to a need-to-know basis. I have seen the original cover memo to the study that 
references the sources of income; copies currently in circulation contain only the attached sheet. 
The airing of this study is easily interpreted as an attempt to deflect criticism of faculty salary 
issues that have developed under your tenure by focusing attention to the upper end of the 
earnings spectrum, rather than at the remainder of the schedule where multiple problems do exist. 
However, from another perspective, I feel that your 'hipshot' uses of this material have 
exacerbated the problem of faculty morale, supported inter-departmental enmity, and created yet 
another negative incentive for faculty to seek externally funded research. 
As you know, much of the additional amount of my earnings above my step 26 salary came as 
compensation for my work as principal investigator on the Washington State Horse Park contract. 
This work was performed on top of my usual teaching load, primarily on weekends and vacations. 
If you are comparing my salary to that of administrators, please make that comparison to those 
administrators who work a full day on Saturday and a half day on Sunday for practically each 
weekend of the year. Furthermore, in avoiding a full explanation of the sources of income on the 
study sheet, you have implied that all of the amount shown on my 1997 W-2 was cost-free 
earnings. Had you asked me, my Dean or the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research, you would . 
have learned that in all of my recent grants I have paid costs of research out of these monies. In 
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many cases I have paid the costs of consultants and services out of my "pocket" because of the 
inability of the financial side of our institution to cut checks in a timely manner. I remind you of 
the inquiry that I initiated in 1996 which confirmed that I lost a valued subcontractor because a 
four month period was required to issue his check. · 
Another part of my pay in 1997 was compensation for my two year stint as SBE Merrick 
Professor. In this role during the 1996-97 academic year I submitted four major proposals for 
external funding, worked with SBE colleagues on ten internal and external proposals, made a 
number of presentations, and published five juried journal articles. 
Rather than using my work and that of others on your list as positive examples of the fact that 
faculty can increase earnings by being somewhat entrepreneurial, the study serves to provoke 
more intra-institutional conflict over salaries. This potential conflict takes both an inter-
individual and the inter-school form. Specifically, the market-driven earnings in the School of 
Business and Economics is implicitly demonized by the study. By airing these earnings, you have 
succeeded only in providing me further reason to avoid such controversies in the future by 
confining my entrepreneurial activities to the private sector. I regret having to again move in this 
direction, as I have always felt that externally funded research increases institutional visibility, 
~erves the public, and introduces students and new faculty to the rigors of contract research. I 
remind you that I have brought over $220,000 in grant money into the institution over the past 
four years, bringing my career total to 9ver 2 million dollars - a sum considerably in excess of my 
total earnings over my career. 
In sum, the attempt to divide the faculty over the issue of salary equity has served only to further 
lower morale and to drive yet another wedge between the faculty and administration. Because 
this is not solely a personal matter, but one that affects the entire faculty, I am copying this letter 
to the distribution listed below. 
Sincerely, 
Richard Mack 
Professor of Economics 
Enclosure: Central Washington University- HR.S 
c: Faculty Senate 
R. Savoian, Dean of the School of Business and Economics 
D . Perry, Dean of Graduate Studies and Research 
D. Dauwalder, Provost 
CWU Board of Trustees 
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FACULTY SENATE 
February 161h, 1999 
Dear Colleagues: 
In my sixteen years at Central I often felt that although critical events had taken place in public 
settings, most faculty were not informed in a timely fashion, and thus, they did not find out about 
matters affecting their lives until it was too late to do anything about them. This report is an 
attempt to bring you up to date on the activities which took place last Friday, February 12th at the 
Board of Trustees morning "study session," and in the afternoon Board meeting. 
The morning "study session" focused on two topics. One was a set of presentations by members 
of the CWU administration concerning the budgeting processes of the university in relation to 
faculty salaries. The other was a discussion of the report and recommendations of the Strategic 
Planning Committee regarding leadership issues, communications, the strategic planning process, 
and the budgeting process at Central. 
The first morning presentation on budgeting and salaries parallels, and in part is summarized in, a 
document which was forwarded from the president to the members of the Board of Trustees and 
to my office earlier, last week. A copy of this document is attached to this report. Please take at 
least a couple of minutes to look it over, and acquaint yourselves with its contents and message. 
This document represents a good insight into the administration's perspectives on past and pre~ent 
issues relative to the state of funding for faculty salaries. 
Whereas the accompanying presentations were informative and helpful to the Board members and 
others in attendance, we must keep in mind that the document and the accompanying reports 
represent merely a first step on a long road to define the nature of the processes, and the source 
of problems in securing more reasonable funding for faculty salaries. A number of factual errors 
in this report constitute less of an ultimate problem, than the accompanying sense or message that 
"we are trapped" by our own procedures and inability to "think outside the box" in which we have 
become trapped. It is my sense that it is the solution to this latter problem which will be critical 
for all of us if we are to meaningfully address the problem of faculty salaries at Central. 
In preparing this report, I also wanted to address the presentation made by members of the 
Strategic Planning Committee to the Board of Trustees. The presentation of this committee 
centered around the points raised in the letter from Phil Backlund to the Board. The text of this 
letter was shared with the faculty last week in an email message from my office titled: "An 
Important Message to Faculty." I have asked Phil to work with other members of the Committee 
present on Friday morning's session to prepare a summary of that morning's presentation by the 
Committee members. His comments follow below: 
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"The Board of Trustees met with the Steering Committee on Friday to discuss the responses of 
the university community to the VMG and the committee's summary letter about the responses. 
The BOT also has had access to the reactions by electronic mail of the university community to 
the committee's summary letter. The discussion focused on three primary questions: 
a. What steps should be taken at this particular point in time related to the VMG? The 
discussion led to a general belief that until other steps were taken and a more complete dialogue 
occurs, it might be best to retain the current mission statement and goals. 
b. What steps should be taken related to questions ofleadership style and values 
development? The BOT asked the Strategic Planning Committee to analyze these issues in more 
detail and report back to the board at the April meeting. 
c. What steps should be taken to develop a more cohesive university plan and to bring 
budget allocation into better alignment with the planning process? The discussion led to a 
general assumption that there needs to be greater clarity about university operational goals and 
how money currently is being spent related to those goals. The need for a sharper focus related 
to goals and discretionary money was discussed. 
During the discussion, the provost reported that the Academic Affairs Council had reached 
similar conclusions and voiced his and the council's frustration that the planning cycle is badly 
aligned, making it difficult to achieve the necessary integration of planning and budget. 
The Strategic Planning Committee will discuss these points at its next meeting, Monday, 
February 22, 1999, 3:00 in Barge 304. Comments and reactions are welcome." 
I shall not attempt to give a comprehensive report on the afternoon Board of Trustees meeting. 
Instead, I will try to highlight two items of interest. The first item concerns a motion presented 
to the Board of Trustees by trustee Fritz Glover, as part of his report on the activities of the 
Board of Trustees legislative subcommittee which he chairs. The motion, as presented to the 
Board, follows below: 
"The Board of Trustees directs the president of Central Washington University to take the 
following actions: 
I . Define, initiate and strengthen those policies and practices that increase the faculty salary base 
and also address existing problems of faculty salary compression, salary equity, and merit. 
2. Define and revise those administrative policies and practices that have served to diminish the 
faculty' s salary base. 
3. Include a progress report on actions related to Faculty Salaries as part of the Academic 
Affairs Report at each regular Board of Trustees meeting." 
The background to this motion is complex, but here are a few critical components: 1) The BOT 
adopted a resolution passed by the Faculty Senate, earlier this year, which states in part that 
"The Board of Trustees commits all its energies and powers to achieve faculty compensation 
parity for Central's faculty with Central's peer institutions in Washington State." This provision 
lead to the formation of the Board's subcommittee chaired by trustee Glover. 2) The Higher 
Education Coordinating Board's own data showed that the faculty salaries at Central were not 
only at the 14th percentile when compared to peer institutions, nationally, but that among the 
baccalaureate-granting institutions in Washington State, Central had, by far, the lowest faculty 
salaries. 3) The subcommittee of the BOT worked hard, using OFM data, HEC Board data, 
and other sources external to CWU to compile comparisons with Central peer institutions in the 
State to present to legislators in Olympia to justifY their request for added funding to bring up 
faculty salaries at CWU. 4) At an earlier meeting with legislators in Olympia, this year, 
representatives of CWU were reminded that since 1982 (when the State equalized funding 
between the State's 4-year institutions) funding for each institution has been comparable. This 
led some legislators (including Carlson) to ask that since other Washington peers of Central had 
managed to keep up faculty salaries, "what had Central done with the monies allocated by the 
State?" There was no answer forthcoming at that time, and the subsequent document, which was 
discussed at the BOT's Friday "study session," represents an initial response from our 
administration. 5) Since comparisons between institutions begs the question posed by the 
legislators, and since it is clear that the legislators were asking for assurances that if they stepped 
in, they wanted to be sure that the problems at Central would not recur in a few years, the BOT's 
subcommittee proposed the three-part motion introduced by trustee Glover. 
Given this background, the Board's action was stunning. After trustee Glover introduced his 
motion (seconded by trustee Sells), there was a moment of total silence ... With little else 
following in the form of discussion, trustee Jones moved to table the motion. A vote on tabling 
the motion immediately followed, in which the sole dissenting vote was trustee Glover's. I 
expressed my deep disappointment to the Board for this action, and pointed out that they were 
sending the wrong message by tabling this motion. The Board did not change its position. 
The second item of interest from Friday afternoon's BOT meeting concerns the Faculty Senate 
Chair's report which was delivered (by earlier arrangement) by Beverly Heckart, Chair of the 
Faculty Senate Code Committee. Earlier, last week, when I received the administration's 
document about budgeting and faculty salaries at Central, I shared this document with Beverly 
Heckart, and requested that she review the document with the intent of providing a response at 
Friday's BOT meeting. The following statement was prepared with the help and inputs I 
received from Beverly Heckart: 
After sitting through three hours of a board meeting that contained reports on all sorts of 
marketing, business and financial issues, Beverly Heckart addressed the document concerning 
faculty salary issues at Central Washington University that the Board reviewed during a morning 
study session. Since some items in the study documents cited large portions of the Faculty 
Code, Heckart resisted the implication that the faculty itself, through its participation in 
formulating the Faculty Code, had caused the low salaries used as examples two instances that 
reflected faculty insistence that individual faculty salaries be raised. 
. . . 
. . 
·' . 
. Also. because she was aware of the guidelines issued by the Board to the president both in 1991 
. and 1.997, she a,ssigned SOJ!le,responsibilicy for low salaries to the Board and its emphasis on 
fiscal controls. 'IQ Hecka[t's words: ''Sometin:tes th~ Code Committe~ propose.s, and t~e 
: . . pre·sident·disposes; sometimes. ~h<:(pre~iden~ prqposes, and-the Cocle Cqmmittee di·sposes; but 
·. everything· ~hat is in the F~culiy' Code must meet with the approval of the Board of Trustees · · 
before it becomes e~ective. Therefore,-whatever is in the Code regarding faculty salaries 
reflects~ as much as anything else; past decisions by the Board of Trustees." · 
Lastly, because the report of the provost and deans concerning the academic progress of the 
university occurred almost last on the agenda, Heckart queried its symbolic arrangement. If the 
Board really values the academic work of the faculty and the university, why not place the 
provost's and deans' reports first. 
It is my perception that all of these items are significant in various ways, and at various levels to 
faculty .. I apologize for the length of this report, but I felt that it was necessary to k~ep you, the 
faculty .informed--particularly since according to the president's preliminary budget, if we do not . 
· get at least 224.new student.FTEs for next year; we will be facing a budgetary shortfall ... I will : 
try to keep you posted. If you have comments or questions, please check with your senator; 
'iuidlor resp_ond dire~tly to. this email.. · · ·. ' · 
Sincerely; 
r/!A~~:~ 
Faculty Senate Chair 
Attachment: Feb. gth letter and "briefing paper" from president Nelson to the Board of Trustees 
and to the Faculty Senate Chair 
·. 
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THE FACULTY SALARY ISSUE AT 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
A recent report to the Higher Education Coordinating Board showed Central Washington 
University's faculty salaries at the 141h percentile nationally in comparison with peer universities. 
Additionally, this report showed that CWU' s average faculty salary as sixth among 
Washington's six four-year public baccalaureate institutions. Many questions have been asked 
externally by legislators and internally by various members of the CWU community regarding 
why Central's average faculty salary is where it is. The following is an attempt to address 
specifics of a many-faceted issue with the expressed intent of providing an understanding of this 
dilemma. 
Factors of Difference Amon2: the Six Public Baccalaureate 
Institutions in the State of Washington 
Each institution (Central Washington University, Eastern Washington University, The Evergreen 
State College, Western Washington Univers~ty, Washington State University, and the University 
of Washington) is different and uniqu~. The follow·ing differences between institutions should 
be noted: 
• The mix of faculty among ranks differs 
• Definitions of various faculty ranks and other faculty classifications differ 
• The extent to which each uses teaching assistants and part-time faculty to teach courses 
differs. 
• Faculty salary systems for each institution are inherently different. 
• The ability for faculty to improve their salaries within the varying faculty salary systems 
varies at each institution. 
• Faculty policies for defining promotion, merit, and academic rank (professor, associate 
professor, and assistant professor) are different at each institution. 
• The mix of academic ranks changes at each institution every year depending on retirements, 
resignations, promotions, and new hires. The number of faculty in each rank changes .. 
• The student-to-faculty ratio (SFR) is different_ at each instit~tion due to academic policies and 
decisions related to programmatic offerings, class size, location of courses, and size of 
colleges and schools within the institution. 
• Distribution of faculty salary pool dollars at each institution is determined by the varying 
governance systems and administrative policies at each institution. 
• The number of faculty differs at each institution thereby each institutional faculty salary base 
is different. 
• Each delivers a different mix of academic programs and courses. 
• The methodology followed in hiring faculty within various academic disciplines is differs. 
• Market demands in various academic disciplines vary. The particular mix of disciplines 
within an institution will have an effect on the mix of salaries. 
• Each operates in different geographical regions of the state 
• Each operates off-campus programs that vary in size, location, and purpose. Some operate 
off-campus cente~s; some operate branch campuses. 
• The levels of emphasis on teaching, scholarship, and service differ at each institution 
• The availability of large lecture classrooms differs at each institution, reflecting each 
institution's approach to delivering instruction. 
Elements of the Faculty Salary Issue at 
Central Washineton University 
Understanding the faculty salary question at Central Washington University requires 
examination of a variety of key elements. These elements include the following: hiring, 
promotion, movement on the faculty salary scale, merit, equity adjustments, tenure, replacement 
of retired faculty, use of salary savings, support for non-tenure-track faculty, increases in part-
time salaries, and the effect of these activities on the faculty salary base. 
Hiring 
• College deans issue faculty contracts to new faculty based on recommendations from 
department chairs and faculty search committees in the academic departments. 
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• The establishment of a salary to pay a particular professor is determined by the academic 
dean ofthe college/school in consultation first with the department chair and including 
consideration of rank, experience, market, and available funds . Deans request a range of 
faculty salary steps prior to advertising the position opening. The provost reviews those 
elements with the dean and approves the range. Deans then hire within the advertised range. 
• With a lack of opportunities for tenured, full professors to advance on the faculty salary 
scale through the 1990s and with a lack of instances where merit funds have been 
available or have been identified, new faculty hires are increasingly joining the CWU 
faculty at salary steps near, equal to, and in some cases above salary steps of ongoing 
faculty at the same and sometime higher ranks. 
• Eligibility for academic rank is defined in Section 4.30 of the "Faculty Code." The 
definition includes consideration of academic degree, years of professional academic 
experience, and for full professor demonstration of "excellent teaching," '"evidence of 
superior scholarship," and "important contributions" through service. 
• Section 4.40.£ states the following: "As a general p"olicy, new appointments are made at the 
rank of assistant professor." However, Section 4.30.A states that "the original appointment 
of a faculty member shall normally be made with the rank for which that faculty member 
possesses the minimum qualifications .... " The general application of these policies has 
been first to detennine the rank or ranks at which the department wishes to hire, advertise the 
position, select the best candidate, and offer a position at the advertised rank that most 
closely matches the new faculty member's qualifications. 
• Identification of specific salary levels have been made considering a series of elements that ···· 
includes qualifications, experience, disciplinary market, faculty salary scale, and fit 
within the salaries in the department and college. Available funds for a particular position 
line has also been a limiting factor. Over the past two or three years, deans have increasingly 
combined funding sources from a series of retirements/resignations, to meet salary needs in a 
particular hiring situation, thus moving funding from one department to another. 
• Attachment I provides a listing of all faculty members who have been hired since 1990. 
Attachment ll lists faculty retirements and resignations and identifies which faculty 
members selected the phased-retirement option. The specific salary in each faculty 
member's last full year of employment at CWU is listed. 
Promotion~lovement on the 
Facultv Salary Scale 
• Central Washington University's 4'Faculty Code" defines the process for promotion. 
Faculty members can be promoted from assistant professor to associate professor and from 
associate professor to full professor. Funding for faculty promotions comes from new 
revenues that may be able to be identified in the uW.~sity's budget each year. Historically, 
this new funding has come to the university based on the assignment and funding of new 
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enrollments. This funding is set aside early in the budgetary discussions by the ·· 
administration and is separate from and additional to any amount of money provided by 
the state legislature for faculty raises. 
• When a promotion occurs, the faculty member being promoted is advanced a minimum of 
two steps on the faculty salary scale. If a greater advancement is required to being the 
promoted faculty member to the minimum salary for the new rank, additional steps are 
awarded. These two provisions are specified in the "Faculty Code" in Section 8.40.A. 
• Section 8.40.C.2 of the "Faculty Code" prevents faculty being promoted from being 
considered for merit increases in the same year. Section 8. 75 .B. I focuses consideration for 
merit "on accomplishments achieved since a faculty member's last promotion or merit 
award." Because of the presence of these two key elements in our faculty personnel 
policies, promotion at Central Washington University has also been defined as a time to 
award salary adjustments based on merit. Tying these two processes together in this 
fashion has raised questions and concern over the past two years. 
• Decisions regarding the number of salary steps awarded at the time of promotion to take 
effect Fall 1997 and Fall 1998 resulted in an average step adjustment greater than five and 
less than six among all faculty earning promotion. Prior to the consideration of promotion 
decisions prior to 1996-97, promotion decisions resulted in an average step adjustment of 
greater than two and fewer than four. 
• When a faculty member is promoted to full professor, he or she is placed on a faculty salary 
scale step. The only way a full professor can move up the faculty salary scale to a higher 
step is through the award of merit. Since ·1992, there has been only one merit 
opportunity for faculty movement on the salary scale, and this merit opportunity provided 
up to a 1-percent. (Note: that adjustment for merit was defined by the "Faculty Code" in a 
formal code interpretation as a "performance-based salary adjustment," thus permitting the 
faculty activities since the previous merit adjustment in the early 1990s to be used for 
consideration the next time an actual "merit" award is available.) 
• Assistant professors' and associate professors' movement on the faculty salary scale 
occurs when there is a promotion or at the awarding of merit. CWU has awarded merit once 
( 1 percent) since 1992. Movement of assistant and associate professors on the faculty salary 
scale has not regularly happened as a result of merit increases. If an assistant professor or 
associate professor is awarded promotion during a year in which merit funds are available, he 
or she is not eligible for the merit award. 
• From 1992 through 1999, movement on the faculty salary scale has occurred only as a result 
of promotion decisions for those faculty promoted to associate professor and to full professor 
and as a result of the l-percent "performance-based salary adjustment" of 1997-98. The lack 
of opportunity for movement on the faculty salary scale for full professors combined with the 
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movement of faculty earning promotions and the hiring of new faculty at higher salary steps 
to meet faculty-market considerations has resulted in what has been term "salary 
compression.'9 
• The Faculty Senate through the Faculty Code Committee has been asked to define a process ·· 
whereby full professors may move up the faculty salary scale. 
1\'lerit 
• The Faculty Code prescribes a process for granting merit raises to faculty. The only merit 
dollars provided for faculty salaries since 1992 was the !-percent increase the State 
Legislature authorized the university to provide from local resources. To provide the funding 
from local resources, the university must reduce funding allocated to other purpose and 
reassign the funding to pay for the salary increases and accompanying benefits costs. 
• The university has not used any faculty-salary savings (salary accrual dollars) from 
faculty retirements or from vacant faculty positions to establish a merit pool for faculty 
merit raises. If the university were to set aside the difference between a retiring faculty 
member's salary .and the new faculty member's salary to be applied to a merit process, this 
action would affect negatively the ability of the academic college to pool savings from 
several positions to address new needs elsewhere in the college. It may have a limited effect 
on hiring part-time and adjunct faculty. 
• If the university were to use the salary accruals from vacant faculty positions to provide a 
pool tbr merit raises for existing faculty, the amount of dollars placed in the merit pool would 
(a) require elimination of an equivalent dollar amount ofvacant faculty positions, (b) 
decrease the dollar amount available for increasing part-time faculty salaries, (c) decrease the 
amount available for payment of faculty overloads, and (d) decrease the number of part-time 
faculty hired. 
• The Faculty Code does not contain a policy which requires that a portion of the money 
provided by the state legislature for salary raises be set aside for merit increases for 
faculty. 
Equity Adjustments 
• Section 8.46 of the Faculty Code allows the university to make a salary adjustment to correct 
a salary inequity. Presently the university has no singular plan or process by which to 
consider faculty equity adjustments. An adjustment to the salaries of a small group of 
faculty in the College of Education and Professional Studies (CEPS) was made during 1997-
98 following the determination that inconsistencies in comparable situations at the point of 
hire had occurred in a specific period of time. In addition. a different group ofCEPS faculty 
filed a grievance during 1998-99. Though the grievance committee found no violation of the 
Faculty Code, it did recommend salary adjustments. The salaries of34 faculty representing 
faculty in all four colleges and the library were adjusted. 
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• It is expected that the Faculty Equity Study Committee will identify and prioritize faculty 
who need some form of equity adjustments. Providing the necessary dollars to fund 
equity adjustments may come from any or a combination of sources that may include 
(a) salary savings from faculty vacant positions, (b) a specified amount from new 
revenues, (c) a portion of raises funded by the state legislature, or (d) a combination of 
all three. 
• Depending on the choices enumerated above and the amount of dollars used, the effects will 
be different on part-time faculty hiring. 
Tenure 
• Section 5.15 states the following: "Tenure entitles a faculty member to continuous 
appointment in a specific department of the university or in the university as a whole, and 
retention of rank without discriminatory reduction of salary and without dismissal except for 
adequate reason determined according to the requirements of due process as set forth in the 
Faculty Code. 
• Although tenure does establish a condition of continuing employment, a tenure decision 
does not have any effect on the determination of faculty salary step. 
• Section 5.25.C defines the normal probationary period for tenure-track faculty as being six 
years. A positive decision for tenure during the sixth year results in earning tenure status 
beginning the seventh year. A negative decision for tenure during the sixth year results in a 
one-year terminal contract during the seventh. 
• Faculty with appropriate experience may serve a four-year probationary period if the 
provision is identified in the faculty member's original contract. Section 5.25.C also states 
that faculty may be hired with tenure. 
• Criteria for achieving tenure prior to the completion of the prescribed probationary period are 
described in Section 5.25.C.3 . 
Replacement of Retired Facuttv 
• Central's faculty retire in two ways: full and phased. Faculty members who select phased 
retirement are eligible to earn up to 40 percent of their salaries for instruction during 
each academic year. 
• The dean and department chair will not request approval from the provost to hire a full-time 
replacement unless the department and college have demonstrated clearly a plan for the 
application of the funding to meet student demand. 
• Salary savings from the phased retirement are used in one of two ways: (a) to hire part-time 
faculty to support the other 60 percent of instructional need in the' department and/or (b) to be 
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combined with other salary savings or adjunct funding to create a full replacement position 
for the retiring faculty member. 
• When justification occurs for hiring a new faculty member to replace a retiree, the de~ and 
department chairs will will determine the salary range for the vacant faculty position and gain. 
approval from the provost. Usually the salary of the incoming faculty member within the 
department is less than the retired faculty member. The salary saving~ from this action 
may be used to create new faculty positions in other departments, add to dollars needed 
to recruit for another position in another department, or be used for part-time/adjunct 
faculty salary increases. 
• Attachment II is a complete list of all faculty members who have retired during the period 
1988-99 to 1999-2000 as of February 4, 1999. This report provides the name of each faculty 
member who retired, department retired from, effective date of retirement, sala.ty step at 
retirement, and final salary. 
Use of Facultv Salarv Savings 
(Salary Accruals) 
• Faculty salary accruals occur when salary savings come from vacant faculty positions or 
when a new faculty member is hired at a lesser salary than the retiring faculty member. The 
university uses the faculty salary savings to hire part-time faculty (adjuncts), purchase 
equipment in academic departments, and support faculty travel. 
• Attachment ill provides a detailed use of faculty salary savings for the years 1997-98, 
1996-97, 1995-96, and 1994-95. The report identifies whether salary savings were used for 
part-time faculty, other positions, goods ar:d services, travel, equipment, or other expenses. 
The process to recreate this data is very tedious for years prior to 1994-95 and requires 
examining fiscal data stored on microfiche. The data provided for the four years does 
indicate a trend and defines how faculty salary savings have been used at the university. 
• Salary savings accrue primarily from vacant faculty positions. If the university were to 
use salary savings to create a merit pool or to address salary inequities, an equivalent 
dollar amount of faculty vacant positions would have to be eliminated to support that 
use of funds. 
• Attachment IV is a graphic presentation on how faculty salary savings are used at the 
university. 
Non-Tenure Track Facultv 
(Full-time and Part-time) 
• · There are two types of non-tenure-track faculty: (a) full-time non-tenure track faculty 
and (b) part-time faculty. Part-time faculty are also termed in the Faculty Code as 
''adjuncts." 
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• Full-time, non-tenure-track faculty members receive full-time contracts for the full 
academic year. They are among the faculty at CWU who meet the "Faculty Code" definitior1 
ofthe term "faculty" in Section 2.10. 
• Full-time non-tenure-track appointments are governed by the provisions in Section 4.60.1 of 
the "Faculty Code." Faculty holding full-time non-tenure-track appointments may hold 
academic rank. They may serve on the Faculty Senate after having served as full-time 
faculty members for a minimum of six years. Their appointments from year to year are 
separate, discrete appointments with no assurance of continued employment after the end of 
the contract period. Expectations for student advisement and committee service are to be 
identified clearly in each full-time non-tenure-track faculty member's contract for the year. 
• Full-time non-tenure-track faculty members serve in faculty positions that are designated in 
the full-time faculty salary base. They serve in positions that typically appear as a faculty 
salary line on the university's budget printout. However, the university's commitment to 
each of these faculty members, by definition in the Faculty Code, is for a period of time that 
normally does not exceed one year. 
• Additional full-time, non-tenure track positions may be created each year using salary 
savings from vacant positions, by using adjunct salaries, or from a combination of sources. 
• Section 4.60.B defines a part-time appointment as an appointment that "clearly limits the 
contract duties of the individual with the university to less than a normal full-time assignment 
ror the ccntracr period." Since faculty cannot carry the designation as "full-time faculty" 
unless their contract period is through the entire academic year, a part-time faculty member 
who carries a IS-credit load on a contract one quarter in length is still classified as a part-
time faculty member. 
• Payment for part-time. appointments are for specific assignments with payment set 
accordingly. Payment is for the classes or credits taught, or for the specific assignment. 
• Fall I998 records show a total of 51 faculty members in full-time, non-tenure track status. 
Twenty-nine are in the academic colleges and school. Twenty-two are in other units. 
Funding for these positions may come from state funds, or it may come from self-support 
funding sources, depending on the specific position. The 1998-99 full-time non-tenure track 
positions were distributed among the colleges and other university units in the following 
manner: 
College of Arts & Humanities 6 
College of Education & Professional Studies 4 
College of the Sciences II 
School of Business & Economics 8 
Office of International Studies & Programs 10 
Athletics (Division of Student Affairs) 10 
Academic Skills (Division of Enrollment Mgt & Mktg) 2 
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• Fourteen of the 29 full-time, non-tenure track faculty in the academic colleges and school 
began their employment at CWU prior to 1990. 
• Fifteen of 156 faculty carrying part-time appointments in Fall 1998 began their employment · 
at CWU prior to 1990. -
• The university is committed to raising the pay of non-tenure.;;track faculty-both full-
time and part-time-to a minimum level equivalent to Step l on the Faculty Salary 
Scale. Support for this effort comes from faculty saJary savings. Over the past few years 
approximately 10-15 percent of Central's instructional effort has been provided by part-time 
faculty. Approximately 10 percent has been provided by full-time non-tenure track faculty. 
The national nonn for part-time faculty at public universities is greater than 20 percent (23.7 
percent in 1993). 
The Facultv Salarv Base at Central 
Washington Universitv 
• The CWU Office of Business and Financial Affairs defines the components of the CWU 
Faculty Salary Base as tenured faculty, tenure-track faculty, full-time non-tenure track 
(on academic-year contracts), graduate teaching assistants, part-time quarterly faculty, 
adjunct faculty, and vacant faculty positions. 
• Academic administrators, such as deans, associate deans, arid center administrators are not 
included in the faculty salary base; they are included in the exempt salary base. 
'* Th-e Faculty Sala...-y Base at Central Washington University for the past four years: 
Fiscal Year 1996: 
Fiscal Year 1997: 
Fiscal Year 1998: 
Fiscal Year 1999: 
$17,235,400 
$18,677,000 
$18,708,000 
$19,170,931 
FTE: 318.6 (Academic Year 1995-96)* 
FTE: 354.3 (Academic Year 1996-97)* 
FTE: 345.0 (Academic Year 1997-98)"' 
FTE: 341.2 (Academic Year 1998-99)* 
*.\'ole: 17•e "FTE" compuJatitHU 011 tl1is table are in "staff yttan" as difured by the OffiCe of FinaJICial Managenu!nl 
(OF.\1). These figures do not rlifkctl~eadcolUIL These figures do not refkct 1'FTEF" that would counl afuJ/...Iime 
facuily member"" a 9-nwnJh contract 4f /. 0 r7EI': Tlrese figures ref1tJrt a fuJI-lime faculty membu an a 9-month 
conJract as 0. 75 Jtajfyears. A fu/J..tinu:facuky member on a 12-month contract would be reported as 1.0 in staff years. 
• Legislative language in the biennial operating budget bill determines the eligible employees 
to be included in the faculty salary increase base calculation. For example. section 601 (b) of 
the 1997-99 operating budget bill states that each institution shall provide to faculty ... an 
average salary increase of3 percent on July l, 1997 and 601 (c) states that institutions MAY 
provide an additional self-funded ·average. ! percent on July I, 1997 and additional2 
percent on July l, 1998. 
Faculty Salary Ana~vsis February 8, 1999 
Recommendations 
• Continue to provide dollars for faculty promotions from newly allocated tuition resources ·· 
and not from legislatively appropriated salary increases. · 
• Provide funding for faculty equity adjustment increases from two sources: (1) newly 
allocated resources from tuition received from new students and (2) legislatively 
appropriated faculty-salary increases. 
• Update the Faculty Equity study every three years and use the results to address equity 
issues. 
• Continue the use of faculty salary savings for part-time faculty hires. However~ use no more 
than 25 percent of faculty salary savings in any academic year for goods and services, travel, 
or equipment. If any salary savings are unused at the end of the biennium, set aside the 
difference for equity adjustments at the beginning of the next year. It should be noted that 
once the salary adjustments are made, this will decrease the amount of salary savings 
available for the next operating year, as these dollars are now in the new base. 
• Define by policy the desired maximum percentage of part-time instruction that should occur 
and the maximum percentage of part-time instruction that should occur in any department. 
This action would result in tenure-track faculty hiring in the department whenever the 
department drops below the specified percentage. 
• Continue to provide salary savings to increase salaries for part-time faculty to the level of 
Step 1 on the Faculty Salary Scale. 
• By policy designate a percentage of the legislatively granted faculty salary increases for 
merit increases and equity adjustments. 
• Change the "Faculty Code" to allow movement of full professors on the Faculty Salary 
Scale. 
• Review the potential effects of a policy that designates a portion of the salary differential 
between retirements and the hiring of a new faculty member as resources that will be used 
only for merit or equity adjustments. 
• Identity and specify the cost of part-time and adjunct instruction for the following academic 
year prior to the end of the preceding academic year. Consolidate this cost in the academic 
dean's budget. The academic dean will be responsible for funding and identifying 
departmental part-time nee(js. 
Faculty Salary Analysi.'> /0 February~. 1999 
Attachment I 
Central Washington University 
Report of New Faculty Hires 
1989 to Present 
2/8/99 
Anderson 
Arrington 
Arrington 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
jCharles :PEHLS Fall t 998 i 12: s 
Caleb iChemistry !Fall 1998 I I tb: s I 
'Jane Chemistry .J!:.~~-998 --· lib $ ~- -- -
40,569 
40,176 
40.176 
~.artel ___ _ '5_im _ --~dm l'v!_g_!_& . Fall 1998 ____ _ 12 $ 40,569 
-
··--- -·- ·- __ :....... 
8!2'_~~-- - ·-----~a_tric~ .. . __ Biolo~L-. _ :Fall.~~--_ - · --~-J ___ 37.126 
Drake George English .. iFall 199~ ____ _ 8a $ 36,406 
-
Gillette iShana Journalism ;fall 1998 8: $ 36,046 
I 
IFall 1998 Huff jlayme Curriculum II. $ 39,388 
- · 
Jorge.nson Jan :Library !Fall 1998 i4(12mo) 1 $ 39,143 
' i Kennedy Sally ! Psychology Fall 1998 9bi $ 37,869 
Kovalcrchuk Boris iComuter Sci Fall 1998 I 22! $ . 54.522 
Pinkart Holly !Biology Fall 1998 ! 9! $ 37,126 
Ruble Michael 1 Accounting Fall 1998 
' 
24 $ 57,843 
Sledge I Andrea ;Teacher Ed :Fall 1998 12 ' $ 40,569 
-
Sloan Teresa .Flight Tech .Fall 1998 11 $ 39,388 
Southard ' P.A., Dee Sociology !fall 1998 11 $ 39,388 
Melbourne !Timothy •Geology IWtr 1999 lO $ 38,241 
Englund 'Timothy .Math !Fall 1998 91 $ 37,126 
~· :..:~: J<!sse ?;;; ~ho t.- ·~ :' ? 1~! l S:9'.3 ~ J ::-- . ~:!6 
Bohrson iWendy :c:eoll.lgy !F-1!! !998 11 $ 39,388 
Bender 'William lET !Fall 1998 i 12 $ 40,569 
Schwing ,James Computer Sc i Fall 1998 28 $ 65.103 
- · 
Soliz Jean Law & Justic :Fall 1998 14 $ 
_, __ . -~3_.2~1, _ 
-- -··-
.. 
Cook James Histo~- :Fall 1998 8 $ 3_6.046_ 
- --- -- -· · --- -· . 
~e~s~ - ·· ---~~-- .. _ . . Sociologl' __ ~~ ~-~~- 12 $ 40,569 
·-- -- --· 
Cobbs :Paul-Elliot Music -Fall 1998 10 $ . 38,241 
--------------------------~· ----------------------_, 
1.071.754 
--Page I· n:rirees. 'Is 
2/8/9<) 
97-98 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
·-- - - --·-----------·--- ----- ·-
B.~~lJ_r_ _ _ Kurosh __ lE_"!: ____ ~. F~a;;.;ll...:1:..:.9..:..97.:.__ __ ....:1:.::2~: .c:$ ___ ..=.3.:..c9,~7..:..74..:.... 1 
Bradley James Business Ad Fall 1997 ' 22 i $ 53,453 ~-~----~~~--~~:..:.-
Buergel Nancy Family & Co :Fall 1997 9: $ 36,398 
Lee :Christopher •Business Ad Fall 1997 : 22' $ 53,453 - ·----~--~--~~-~-----~--~~---~-~-
Pittock Beatrice ---=C:.:o:.::m;::m.:.:.u:.:n.:.:.ic:..:a:.::ti...:F:....:a:..:.ll;_:..:19...:.9 . ..:...7 ____ ....:7..:..~ ..:::$:__ ______ 34,3 1 Q_ 
Ryoo - Mikyung ·Family & Co 1 Fall 1997 1 9! $ 36.398 
Spencer John Library !Fall 1997 ;3 (12 mo I $ 37,256 
' ~~~_e _____ K_e_n_n_et~h __ ~F...:.Ii~g~ht~T~e~c_h~.F_a_ll_1_9_9_7 __ ~ __ ...:.1:..:.2_' ..:..$ _______ 3_9_,7_~~ 
Vasek Cheri Theatre Arts Fall 1997 6, $ 3 3 , 310 
----·-------~-
Wyatt Marla Familx.._~~.E.:_~_a_ll __ 1_99 __ 7 _ ____ 9"-: ..;..$ ___ 3_6....;.,_39_8-1 
Johnson Kirk Sociology ;fall 1997 20 , $ 50,385 
Wellock Thomas History 'Fall 1997 : 8! $ 35 ,339 
Smith Michael Theatre Arts Fall 1997 6 ' $ 33,310 
- ------- - --·- · .. ......: . .;...;. c..:....;~....;_---------'--'-------''----1 
Polishook Mark Music Fall 1997 10d $ 38.241 
- - ----· -- --- - ____ ....:=-=-----:..=.:.:::....:..::....j 
~enir.:~.--- ·----~eff~L _____ Psycho.l~gy Fall 1997 ._ .. _ __ ---~ $_ ____ _]~33~ -
Huckabay James 
- · Geography _ Fall_ 1997 16 $ 44,767 
Gazis ·Carey Geolo~y :Fall 1997 . 10' $ 37,491 
Fallshore Marte Psychology Fa11 . !.2~----~~-----~7.49!_ ---·~. 
Davis Bruce Geography Fall 1997 19 $ 48,918 
.. 
--- ·-
Curran Christina TEP Fall 1997 9 ' $ 36,398 
--- -~· ------- .. - -··-·· - -
Creech 
- - ----
John Library summer 1997 11 (12m s 47,196 
Collins Fuji Psycholo1i{l .Fall 1997 : 8: $ 35.339 
Carlson 
.. 
Karyl Music Fall i 10 $ 37,491 
Brady Scott Geog ra phy :Fall 1997 10 $ 37.491 
Bradley James Business Ad Fall 1997 22 $ 53,453 
Ensley Roxanne Historv 'Fall 1997 8 $ 35,339 
-
-1 
Booth Carolyn PEHLS I Fall 1997 I 14; $ 40,820 
$ 1.085.332 
retirees.Jds 
2/81')9 
96-97 
yanL__ 
Bach 
Atkinson 
Ernest 
Beck 
Wilson 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
- --·-·---- - - -- .. ------ ------ -
Taiqian lET wtr 1996 14 $ 40,820 
.. 
·- ----
Glen :Art wtr 1996 II ~ $ 37,356 
MaryAnne ~ Accounting wtr 1996 241 $ 54,859 
Kristina ,Biological Sc :Fall 1996 6 ( 1/2) !s 16, 11~ 
-Daniel Biological Sc ;Fall 1996 4?( 1/2) $ 16.112 
··-- -
Dale lET Fall I 996 12 $ 38.477 
..... -. ---- -·--··-- ·- · -·-··--··- .. - -- --
---- -·- -· --·- - · --
Ramirez AI Teacher Ed Fall 1996 15 $ 42.045 
-- - · · ~ ----- - - ··-
Matteson lET Fall 1996 12 $ 
Lochrie ___ Mal): _ ___ . ---~~!!! -~~!-~ .. -~aH_I996 · - . )_2 _ ~ . ... 38.477 
!~hns~- Craig ___ _lET _ _____ _ __ ~~!~~~? ... _ _ ___ I ~---~--- ___ __  38.4_~ 
q~~md . Charles .. ,co':!.e.~~~~i'F~-~~~ ·· ------~_1_ ____ 50,2?_!_ 
DeLuca -JoAnn 'Chemistry -Fall 1996 16; $ 43,307 
Daniels iJeffrey i Psychology ·Falll996 . 61 $ 32.223 
Culjak !Toni !English Fall 1996 101 $ 36,266 
Burton Laurie ;Math Fall 1996 8 ; s 34.185 
Joan 1 Family & C51 Fal! 1996 9: $ 35,211 
·--·-
Am by 
8 : $ 34.186 ~~--- ----L_ix_in_,g ___~•-B_io_l_,og"'-i_ca_I_Sc_F_a_ll_l_9_9-'6·--------...:_ _ __;__;__ 
9 $ 35,211 Li ____ ___ Xingzhong En~lis~ --- Fall1~96 ·----- ·-'--------'-'--- I 
Jacobi-Kama Kathleen , _~~iusic ___ ·- X:l!_l_l ·::.' . · - ___ !_22 ___ ~8.4?.~ 
F_u _ e_nt_es ____ A_,g""u_s_tin __ ~~E_p~I-~Fall .!_?~ ___ ___ ~-$ 35,211 
Folkestad William Art Fall 1996 8 $ 34,186 , .;_:~_;__ _ _ _ ____:c.:..:..:...:c:..:..::_ _ _;_c:,·_________ ___ _ _ -
Cleary Delores Sociology Fall 1996 
Abdalla Laila ·English Fall 1996 
Ngalamullume Kalala • History Fall 1996 
Lambert Connie Teacher Ed Fall 1996 
------- ----~ 
,Y~.!!_ ____ ___ Bang-~_?_?n Politi~!!! ~ci Fall 1996 
Schac:fer Todd Political Sci Fall 1996 
Negron_ 
Kassel is 
Ghosh 
Richard Historv Fall 1996 
- ~ ·-· 
_ . _Nathalie .. . f.~reign L_ang _~all 1996 
Koushik Economics Fall 1996 
- - ------- . ------. 
18 
Loran - -~nthropolog Fall19?_~ -___ 1_1 .. 
34,186 
34,186 
32.223 
35.211 
37,35_6 _ 
33.191 
.. 
34.186 
34.186 
45.944 
-- -
37356 
---------------------------------------------------------1 
$ 1.127.904 
--P:tge 3· retirees. xis 
2/8/99 
95-96 
Oursland 
CannCasciato 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
Math Fall 1995 10 $ ' Mark 
Daniel 
36,266 
-- -·------.. .. ·-----· ---------~· 
Librarv ·Fall1995 
· ·-~ ~ · - ---- --· .. 9 $ 35.211 .... - -- -
CI_~~~ _____ .. _ ___ f!~-- lET ...fa111995 ., 13 $ 39.631 
Odo~- --- _ __ Ga_ry_!Jl , - ~~'!" ____ ... ~~ ~_ 199? __ 1 ~ .. ~ -- ___ _ __ 4_0_,8_~ 
Schmit~ .-- .. .. - ~~-~ ____ Cur_ri_cu_l'!ll_! _Fall_ ~ _?.9~ - ---~ ~ $ 38,477 
Breedlove Lois II $ Communicati .Fall 1995 37.356 
-------~ - --------------- ----- --------'-'---t 
__ ~_hem_i:;_t_l}'_~ 1995 __________ 3-'7,'-3_56_ II $ 
8' $ Chemistry • Fall 1995 34, 186 ------~~---~~-( 
-Chemistry jFall 1995 42,046 ! IS $ 
1 25 . $ :Business Ad :Falll995 56,504 
i 21 $ 
' 
20 $ .:.= .:.:..:.c'-'-"'-''----"-':..:..::..~---A..:.;;n""'th~o log Fall 1995 48,7 42 
8' s ---------'~- · Psychology Fall 199_~ _ ______ _:_ _ ___ __32,8_2'_1 __ 
8. $ :PEHLS Falll995 34,186 
- - --'- -·'---·- ---- ,_.. ----- - ·-·--- - - --"---j 
II $ ~---~~~--~P..:.;;h~ilo~s~o~p~t_ ___ f_al_l _l9_9_5 _________ 3_7~,3~5_6_1 
19 · $ Home Econ Fall 1995 47,322 ;..:..:... ____ ::=:__ __ ~:..:..:..:.:..::..,c , __ _ · - --. ;_~--'-----'--=-- --.....:..:....-1 
8: $ :Home Econ Fall199_5 _____ .:...._ __ 34....:.._18_6-l 
s. s R:i£e __ ----~me~----- Hist~rx, ___ . Falll995 34, 186 
10 $ ~lquist . :Karl _ Geograp_hy : Fa!!J.2.?_5 _______ __ 3_6.:...,2_6_8
1 
10 s Kuhlken :Robert ·Geography Fall 1995 36,268 
-------------~-~ 
Woodcock Don Education Fall 1995 3 5.211 9 '$ 
- ---- - -·-- ------ 1 
35,211 
------- -
Richardson • Gary M :Education Fall 1995 9 $ 1..:...:..:=:.=.:.;,:_ _ ___:~!......:..:,.; - ____ --- - --- -- . ------
K~!:!_z __ ___.:M...:.a::.:rt..:.;;h;=.a ____ CheJ!l iS~ry ___ ~all1995_ -·- 9 $ 3?. ~ II " 
34,1 ,86 
B~~c:_r ______ _ ~~lUise _ __ Biology __ Fall 19?_? _______ 1_2_$ _____ 3_8-'-,4_7_7_
1 
Andre~- -~racL ____ An~hr:£e_o_~~-- f.~1 ..!.?_9_5 ______ 1 __ 1..,--$ ____ 3_7.:..,,3_5_6_
1 
~.!'ansdorfer Rodney --~-oreign ...!::.~~ii£~~-1 ~...:.9..:..5 ____ ___.:1...:.0-=$ ___ ..:..3...:..6':...2_68__, 
- --------~------ -- - ·--------·- ----1 
$ 1,04 1.362 
--Page 4- retirees .. \ls 
'!./S/99 
94-95 
Amato 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
'Sarah 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
Library 1Wtr 1995 1 10 (I 2 m I $ 44,326 
Smith 'Harris ~.:.; ;.;.c.:.;_ __ :..._.__::..._._ _ _:T...:..:h..:..ea=t~re Arts •Fall 1..:..9..:..94_~ _ __:, ___ ___:6.:.l .::.s ___ .::.3.::.0,!.:.9.::.83::....1 
Holden :Lad __ ._IE_T _____ ' F_al_l ! 99~ _ ___ _:1:...:1..:..  .::.S __ __:3:..:.5.:.::,9...:.1.=......J9 
~hill ips 'Barbara Education Fall 1994 9i $ 33,857 
·------··---=---=------=-=~ 
Monson .Luetta :.:.:..:=::..:..:.... ___ __:::.=:..:.=.. __ Education Fall 199_4 ___ __ _ ....:9_· ....:$:.__ _ ..:..3..:..3.:..:,8..:..5_7 1 
Butterfield Carol :Education .Fall 1994 91 $ 33,857 
Au Ibach icarol 'Education :Fall 1994 81 $ 32,871 
Boyle ·Peter Business Ad Fall 1994 1 23 ; $ 51 ,2 13 
Lewis !Keith 
1_;::__:_---=------- ---'-A_rt_ :Fall1994 ' 61 $ 30,984 
Schwartz Terrence J.::..::::..:.:..:=:.__ __ ....:...:.:..:..:.:..:..:_:___.:....:Ps::.:y..:.ch:.:.:o::..:lo_&y Fall 1994 l 6: $ 30,984 
Roberts :James Psychology Fall 1994 · 13: $ 38,107 
-
Law & Justic Fall 1994 10 : $ 34,873 
--- -~--~- - . ----.. .. -·. .. - -- .. -· __ __:...::.......:;:__ ----=-~~ 
~!r_ ___ ·---~~a __ ... _ _!:~~- ~J~~~c .. F_a~l 19~~--.. ·- ..... 
~~ - _ Pau~s - - · .<l~_ology 
Em~-·-·~indy _ .... ... _E_~_Ii3~ 
Fall 1994 
Fall 1994 
9' $ 33,857 
·--- --· 
7' $ _ _ _ 3~~-
-~- $ -· -·- · 34,8?1._ 
Gellenbeck Edward Education Fall :...19:..:..9...:.4 _ ___ 1:...:6:..:.'...:$:__ _ _ ...;4..:..1.:.::•6:...:4..:..1-l 
:...:R.:..ey:..:.n:..:.o.:..:ld:.:.s ___ '...:D:..:o...:u2gl:..:.as::.__...:C:..:o.:..:m.:r:p..:.:ut~.':--~£_~1! . .:....:19:..:.9....:4 _ ___ .:....:11:..:.' ...:$:.__ _ ....:3..:..5.:..:, 9....:1-'-9 
1 :E::.:.m~e::s.:..t ___ .Li K:..:.:.:.rit...:..:in=a~_..:..:. B=..•:..:..o.:.::logy Fall 1994 6i $ 30,984 
8=-.:.:ic..:..ch:...:i..:.:er..:..i _ __ . ...:B..:..ar....:b:..::ac..:ra.:....__..=B..:..io:...:l..:..o&.:,Y:___ . Fall 1994 61 $ 30,984 
M....:=art...:..:i....:ne....:z:...:D.:..e.:..V---'ei_'...:..:Ja_v..:..:ie_r~--_.:..Fo=r..:..e~?~~· F-=a.:.:ll...:.l ..:..99~4 ---~6:..:.: ~$ ___ 3=-0~·.:..98.:..4~ 
Lefkowitz :Natalie Foreign Lang:Falll994 12' $ 36,997 
- ---- --··-- -~--- ·--·- -----------~1 
$ 739.984 
--P:agt 5-
2/R/99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
93-9_4 ______ _..:.. ____ --··- - -----------1 
Kidwell Michelle Computer Wtr 1994 ~~~---~~~--~~~~ 19 $ 45.502 
D'Acquisto .Leonardo :Computer Wtr 1994 6! s 30,984 
Severn Sylvia Education :Fall 1993 -~~-~----~~--~~~-1 9 : $ 33.857 
Holtfreter Robert E. Accounting Fall 1993 ~-~--~~~--~~ 27 $ 57,640 
Braunst~in ... _Mi~had_ _ - ~~rsics _&: Sc___f~ll993 8 s 32,871 
·- . -- - ·-
Abc:l Jean Education Fall 1993 9 s 33.857 
--- -- ·-- - - -
Th::.ta ult .. -·-· -~l~e_rta _ __ Ed~~!l.t.!.~~- _!a_l! _l ??.~ 6 $ 
- --~Q.J~ 
Ro.~- _ _ __ Ann L.: ___ ___ geog~~p!J_y_ .. . .f.E-~! .1.?_?_3 __ _ _ .2~-- __ } 1,914. 
Palmquist Bruce C. Physi~ .~ ~.£..':~~-1_993. ________ 6_ $ _ 30.984 
Alwin John A. Geography . Fall 1993 13 $ 38.107 
Silvers Robert C. Business Ad Fall 1993 23 s 51,213 
Richardson 'Gary M :Business Ad , Fall 1993 51,213 
Kokta !Thomas i Business Ad ; Fall 1993 51,213 
Baker !Clara :Accounting_ Fall 1993 26 $ 55,961 
s 576.300 
--Page 6- retirees. xis 
Central Washington University 
Faculty-
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
Alsoszatai-Pethc: :John ,Anthropolog_ FaU_ ~9J2 _ _ _ .~ .. _ __ !~070 
Wilson D. Gail 'Education . Fall 1992 7 $ 31.136 
---- - - - - · _ .. ·--- · · ·- - - - ..... . ---·· --
M~j~~..:_e~---- David __ -~ducatio~--- FaiiJ~J~ ___ __i_L _ _ ~~?~-
Jur!_c:~ ·--· -- K. !<atarin _2_~ciology ··-· :F!!.!__I9~ 8l $ 32,070 
Tan fiuaixia~!L. Theatre Arts . Fall 1992 2 ' $ 26,075 
·----···-
Gleason Michael 
- --
Biolo.S:ical Sc. Fall 1992 6 : $ 30,229 
Donahoe :Susan :Education ;Fall 1992 91 $ 33,032 
Abel Frederick ·Education :Fall 1992 25 $ 53,009 
I 
$ 270.653 
··---·-
. ' 
. ·· ------- ~----··-·- ----- - ------ ------
2/8/99 -Page 7-
91-92 
Baldwin 
2/'lo/l)l) 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
- ---··- ·- -- ·------------- -----·-- ---· 
Daniel Music Fall 1991 7 $ 30.200 
--Page K-
.... 
retirees. xis 
2/8/99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
Si$norclli Ph ilip Drama Fall 1990 15 : $ 
Schultz Russ Music rFall 1990 36 i $ 57,149 
~c...:..h __ e"-pm_an _ _ _::S...:..tc::.J:p...:..h...:..cn'-----Psyc~~~~$1. _2 fai~_L99~ _____ _ _ _ 19_1_s'--___ 2_8:..:.,_93_1--t 
Rizzuti ,Jan M _ __ M_ath _ _ ___ Fa~ --~~~- - - ----- - .. 22 :_s ___ .....:.3_1,61 £. 
.J3.chkop!_ ___ _ _. Carr~~- _ _ -~usi~- - - ·- -- · _F~_!! 19~~ ____ : - - ·- _ -~! .. _ ___ 20576 
Michel John Music Fall 1990 8 $ ---~·576 
Biological Sc;Fall1990 10 . $ 21 ,959 James 
--- -~-
·Paul 
~ummin~_s __ Bobby _.....:..§.~!ish _ _ F_al_l _19_9_0_ -r--__ 3_6_:_$'----___ 4_6...:...,4_5_1-t 
~rigge :Debra Education 1 Fall 1990 Jli $ 22,663 
Powell ilose h English !Fall 1990 II ~ $ 22,663 
Stahelski i Anthony ; Psychology i Fall 1990 22 • $ 31,614 
Hale IJames L iEnglish !Fall 1990 13 $ 24, 134 
Brooker iaeorge :Business Ad :Fall 1990 25 1 $ 34,444 
L ~a=l=lcLy ____ I~M...:..a=d=a=lo...:..n~-=·E=d~ucation _jy...:..a ..:..ll...:..1 ...:..99=0~-·~; ---~2...:..1_· $~---3~0:..:.•...:..69_2~ 
--------''---------·- --~- - ------------ 1 
$ 449.320 
--Page 9- retin:es .. \IS 
~/8/99 
89-90 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEPARTME 
NT - HIRE DATE STEP 
.. . .. ........:. ...... -.:.: .,( .: ~ 
SALARY 
·-- ----·- ---- -----··- --------
. 
.. 
J~-~e~ _ _ Nancy ___ Educati?.l! _Fa1~989 20 $ _______ 29,~9_9_ _ 
Fawson Parker Education Fall 1989 $ 26.795 
----~ · ·· - ·~----~---~ - -- · - &·- ·-· - ··-- ... ..... - ·--· ~---· --------- -·- -
Stein Stephanie _£sxch_9_~o.~¥_-~I_!J89 _____ --~--$ _ __ ~.088 
Saunders Peter --~~Jnes~ Ad _Fall 1989 39? $ 50,650 
Perkins Robert Business Ad Fall 1989 12 $ 22.309 
·---·---- ---- -------
Nott Connie Business Ad Fall 1989 39 $ 48.318 ~~-- - ---~~~~--
=E·a=s:.:..te:.:.r. _ _ _ __.::_K.:c:.a'-th_le'-e_n __ _::...A:.:..rt'-·- ____ Fa_ll_l _~? - -·- --- 40? $ ... ·- · 49,623 
Bowman Andrea Fall 1989 20 $ 28.427 
--------··-~---~--------·· · ------
Boers Geoffrey ·Music Fall 1989 20 $ 28,427 1- -----------"-·---- ---· ~ --=...=.:.::..:...:..;;_;__ __ _::::._::.___ _ --=.::.!...:.::....:..-j 
Alawiye Osman .Education .Falll989 18 $ 26,795 
Nethery Vincent ·Education Fall 1..;_9..:.8.:_9 _____ __:1..:..7-=.$_ _ 26,0 13 
------------- ------ ---.. -· - -----·-------- --- -· 
$ ___ 8_!_~.564 
. . . --- .. __ .. --~- . - - .. __ -
------------- - - ---·-_,_ 
--------------- ---·-- - ------- ----------
- - - --------- _, ___ - - -·--- -.. ·-------------------------1 
. -------·----·---··- - ··· -- ----- ---------------~-
·--- ·--·-- ·- -·------ - · .. - ...... ·-- -----------------
__ .. _____ _ - · - ·- ---·- . ·- -· - .. ---------------1 
.. . ·-·-- - ·- -· __ .. .... . .. ·-·-- ------ -~---------1 
--·------ ----- · ~- ., - .. - - - ·--- ------
--Pag~ 10· n:!ir~~s .. \Is 
Attachment II 
Central Washington -University 
Report of Faculty Retirements 
1989 to Present 
!./RN9 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
98-?_9 __ _ ;,..._ _ _ ________ _____ -· . -- · -- ·- · ·-
.... 
Em ken ___ ·_ W_ al_te_r_R_. ____ C_h~m istry 
Elaine ___ -:-=S:..:..:h=ar:...:o.:..:.n __ , _ _ .:..:.H:.:::ea=l=th Education 
summer~·-:-=1~9.:..:.99~-~~-_..,.::~--~~~-4 
_ _____ s_,_p_ri_n,_g.:....1.:..:.9...:.9.:..9_...:....:...;-=..._-L.:::......----'--'--- I 
21A $ 53 .464.00 
; 17E i s 47,032.00 
A::.nd::.:e:.:..r::.so,:..:.n:___....:.•.=D-=a--'vi-=d ____ ___:_M_:ca::.:cth"-e.:..:.m.:..:.a:..:..:ti~c;::s:. _______ spring...!....1-'-9--'99'----=:::..=--- :;...-- ---'- -'25E : $ 59,511.00 
Moawad :John Music fall, 1998 --~~~~~----~~~--~---~ 24E " $ 5~ .10~.00 
258 $ 58,993.00 
-- ---· ·- - ·- ··~ 
8~~~ac)! __ -~¥- ___ . __ Phil~s~P.~~-- ·-· _ ______ _____!!!! :J9 :....:9:...::8 _ _ 
"'D_un~~~ __ _ Clint~_!l ___ ____ -~~e!fl ist~ -~~0~_?~- - -- - ...... . ... f~_l.!__199_8 __ *26A ____ $_ .. __ _3_7._3_2~Qq _ 
· ~~~r_s~-~-- Jol~~ . ___ . __ ___ _Phys!C_!Il_J:E~.«: ~ ~-eal_th ~ ~l!_~su f~ll_ 1 ?98 ______ ~}_DE . ...,.--- · ~____ _30,231.00 
*Gn:gs~_n ___ B-~~~rt __ ~hysical_E~u-~._f-!e:llth . & Leisu fall 1_22._8 * 14E $ 25.318.00 
~i~hard~ __ Kent 0 __ ... ----~istO_I)'_ __ __ __ . ••. f~~~ -~9~~ . 24A $ . - ~~-: ~??.:.q_q 
~e~! _ ____ Gil~ ----~~~-m~~!'J.c~i_o~-- _ _ __fa_ll 1_9_98 _ 11E $ ]~.4_7]_-0Q 
f-ranz .Economics 1fall, 1998 29A $ 67 ,725.00 
"----·-------· 
Wolf~g 
Carlson Frank Q. Curriculum & Supervision ;fall. 1998 :24A ! $ 58,421.00 
Otto Dale ;ECE& TESL/8ilinguah :smr, 1998 '248 i $ 57 .276.00 
~~ungs Janice .Physical Educ, Health & Leisu summer 1998 148 ' $ 42.619.00 
- -- - - - - ------ - -- - ---------·- - - ------- - --
- --- ---------·· ---·--- ------ - --- --------------
------- --- - · ... ---·-- .. . -
------ ··-- ----··- -- ·-------- -----------·-- -- -------- ----
----------------------------------------------~------_, 
---------------------- ----- $ 688.077.00 
·------ - ·--- - -- - ------------------- ----"-
r~tir~~s.xls 
2/8/99 
97-98 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
~-L;a~ Robert __ __ ___ Bi~~lca~~ien~e~- - _ _ _ -~prin~ 1?98 _ _ "'23E _ -~- - ... 33,0}_5.00 
Chan·l':flf~ - --- 'Ernest ________ ___ <;'_~rriCU!!J~!u~-~ Sup~rvision spring 1998 15E $ 43,462.00 
8~~~---_!??.!!_____ _ __ C_urri~l_l}_u_!ll_~_ S~IJt:r_vl~~n ... sprin~ ~928 20E $ 50.385.00 
Clark - ~.!.~~ ~:. ___ __ ~io l<!gicr:l_ ~_£i~~:_~s _ ___ ---~~':_in~ .~2_98 ___ 2~_g .. $ .... _56.2_<2_9_:~-
*Vitian _ John ___ __ ··-· ·-· -~!!gl~~h ___ ____ ____________ _!e_l"inji 19_98 _ ---~g_ __ _!_ ___ ~2J_?_l_:()() _ 
Os_~o!"!!... .. _ 'Dolores Admin M'!_~~~ent & 8u~~nt:_~- - ~pring 1998 258 $ 58,993.00 
Envick - Robert _ __ _ l_n<!~tria l & Engineer~ ~!LT ~:c_~n : sp!:!n_,g,._,,c....l:..:9...:.9.::8 _ __:; 1-=S:....:A 
Hammond Kenneth A. ·Geography & Land Studies Fall 1997 , 25A 
_Guatney ;Charles W. ·Admin Management & Busines ;summer 1997 ; 15A 
·-----·------- - ------- -- - ·-
_______ ....;_ _______________ - --- --
$ 
$ 
$ 
42.045.00 
60,173.00 
44,774.00 
--- ---------- -- --- - .. -- -···--------------- -
. ----------- --
--------- ·-------~------· 
--------- ---------- ----------------------
--- -- ---·---·~ - . - - ·-- ·-·--·- -· - · - - ·--·-·--· ·- ----- - -·- - -- -~-·· 
---- ·-- - - ----------------1 
----------
---------
--Page 2- rt: l i r~.:s .. \Is 
!/8/t'Jt'J 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
. ~· .. 
. . . -.· 
SALARY 
96-9:_7:_ _ ______ _ ___________ · - - - ---- -------- ·---- - ··--- - -- -~-
"13_~tl~y .. _ . Robert D. Gc:olog;.:_ . _. __ · ·- __ . _ _ _2erin~_l..;,.99.:..7;,____:_· •...:.2:...:4..=E:__S::._ ___ -=.J4;.;·..;,.70.:..6:....0.:..0_ 1 
Brennan . _ James~:._-___ His!~ry- ..... _.. . .. .... -~pri~g 1997 _1_8_A ___ j_____ 48.927.00 
Brown Robe11 H. Biological S_s~enc~ ___ _ _2pring J997 ~----~ _____ 6_?}~4..:.~-
~c:ss~:r_~n_Q__ ___ :G_e_o_.:=.gr_aphY_End Land Studi:=s _ ~e.:ing 1997 2JA $ .... 5~. '?_~ 1-~qQ 
Robe.~ .. ~i_!_~-----C~ric~~~~um &: ?up~r~i~j~~-S.£~~'!~. i .~7 __ !.?~ . __ ~ - 44.774.00 
S_pc:rry Willard Physi~s __ ____ __ Spring 1997 . 2JA $ __ _?~J21 :QQ._ 
~~anzigc:r _ 31a~ D. Psy~holo~y ____ __ .. Spring 1997 '21 A _ _ $ __ _2~-~46~.00 . 
Smith William Anthropology winter 1997 26B _ __ $ ______ ?.0:?64.00 _ 
·~legate 
LeFevre 
Powell 
•Kerr 
Cummines 
- .~ 
Jimmie: R. _ ____ C_u_rr_i_culum~ Super_vision _ _ Winter 1997 *27A $ 37_.7_0_3._00_ 
Dale Teacher Educatio_n P_r~u_m_s_· _ F_a_ll_l_9_9_6 __ ,~~-----~- ___ • 5~.0_67_:Q9. 
_ "'f_il_la_q ene _F_nmil_y_a~_d_C£~11!~~~ciences Fall 1996 . 13A $ . 42.~0_4.00 
Thomas J. Political Science 
_ ·-- . -·-=-S=um=m:..::.er:.....:...:I9:...:.9..=6 __ •2::::3:..:.A.:__ ___ $_ _ _2~.03~:0.0 _ 
Donald W. 
_ __§~~lis_~ .. . Summer 1996 29A S 
··· ·~- . ---~ -·------~. -
67.727.00 
... . ·-
- -- --- - - ---·-- - - - -----·- ----- -----·--- - · -- ---- ---·-- .. - ------
.. -- - ·- ---------- --·---- -·- ·- - --·------ - -- ------- - . .. --·--
. ·----- - ·------ - - - -- -- - -
- ----·- --- ----- .. - --------- . ··-------------- ·----
- -- ------ ----- - .. .,_ - - ..... ___ --- ..... ---------·----------
$ 658.565.00 
·- - - - -------- ---------- -- ----- ---·-----
. ~- ··- - ··- - ---- -- - · ··· ·· -· --- ····-- - -- - .. - - - - -
*indicates earlv retirement: salary is 60% of full salarv 
--Pag.: 3- retire.:s.xls 
2/H/99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
9~-~~- - ----- - --- -- .. --- __ , __ _ .... --
Bic_c~_ie_!:i_ __ Marc~Q; _ · -- _ _;_An !!!_r,£P.oi~£Y . __ _ _ ____ Spri~~ ~~6- -· 27A $_ _ 63.838..:00 _ 
--- -
• Bl~to_n  -·Thomas L~ . English ·- ·-- _ 2ering_l996__ • ISA $ _ _ 29,356.00 
Denman ~ 1AnthrQpolo&r Spring 1996 23A 
• Farkas Steven E. Geology Spring 1996 •1 OA 
. $ 
· $ 
f-!jelm ___ ____ Nonnan -- ·--· _!_ET . _ _ __ :_ _ __ _ __ _ _ Sp,_r_in_,g'--19_9..:.6 __ 1_.;.;1A..:. ___ _ $ _ _ 
~~~~- __ ;Zoltan __ ·-- _ HistO_'}' _ .. _ .... _ . . .. _ ..... ~F!i~~-1??6_ 25A $ 
L~~~ _ _ .. . _!la~ ~: _ .. ':!i~t9ry_ _ _ .. SP_!in_g 1996 22A S 
*L!~)!d ___ . Marg~et _ -~sy~~~~gt_ Spri~~ 199~ *21A $ 
Ra!!l~~~ ...Q~!~!.Q .. ·-·-_':! _i ~t?._l2_ _ . Spr~~ _1_996 24A $ 
·~~'!F.~-- . _ _Donald R. - - - --~~)::~!'.E.IEJ>: .... _ ... - · . .. . ~pr!_ng_l9:>~. __ -~-~~~- . _! _ 
56.721.00 
23.176.00 
39.782.00 
· ~ - --- -
60.173.00 
55.067.00 
32.078.00 
-· ·--- -
~s.4_2_!.:g_o 
J I. 957.00 
T~H~~ - __ Ge~rge __ _ Computer S':!~!l.c~ . .. . _ _ . -· Spring 1996 22A $ _,?_1_.2_1 O.Oq_ 
Wolford Nonnan H. 
~ - --- * , ___ _ ____ _ 
•comstock :Dale R. 
•Macinko 
Sahlstrand 
Sm ith 
George 
Margaret A. 
Raymond A. 
Industrial&_ Engineeri~g Tt:<:~~-Spring 19~?_.2~ _ __J __ 48.742.00 
' Mathematics Winter 1996 ~·27A $ 38,303.00 
tGeography 
I 
Wiliter I 996 j•28A $ 39,452.00 
Art Winter1996 16A $ 46.119.00 
- -------------·-------- ---1 Humanities Winter 1996 24A $ 54,859.00 
- - - ·- -·- - -- ---- ----·- -
•ou_'!_rli.'!_g___ William V. ·A_f! - --- ·- -- . ·---. _ _ Fall 1995 •23E 
*28E 
$ 33.695.00 
J9,062.Q~ •_Kei~':':._ __ Chester Z. --- ·---~h i losoel~t ---- - ··- .. _F~_'l.l9~5- . . $ 
-- -·--------- ----
.. · ·---·~· · -··----·-- ----- ----------- -----------
-- ----------------------------
$ 802.511 .00 
*indicates early retirement: salarv is 60% of full salary 
--Pagt: 4-
J./H/lJ9 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
94-95 :_--~-----------------·-·--··--------.:__ _______ _ 
• B_a_r~e_r ___ W_ il_li_am_ W_. ____ B_iol?_g_i_~al Science:~- . _ _ -~.,_p ri-'ng"'--19_9_;5 __ •..::2_4A:..:.__.-'$:...._._BA49.00 
•_~ ilyeu 
Dietrich 
Gaines 
'Elbert E. ___ F_o_re_in_[~a~ .. ~uage (SpE:ni~h) __ Sering 1_9_?_? *27A $ 
Donald ___ C,::~~~~istry!_S_cje_11ce_ 
Rober D: .. _____ __ q~em~!_ry_ _ •. . 
Spring 19?? ... 
Sprin~ I ?.95 
26A $ 
22A $ 
34.584.00 
55.961.00 
49.711.00 
H~~-i ~ _ Helmi S: _ _____ Ch.~-~~0'._ .. _.. ... . . 5_pr~~g_l~?- ~~- _ $ ____ } _5:?_6_1.00 
Has~~~!'_ ___ Richard W. - - ..... ~b!!mistry_ ·- . - .. S p_!"in~ -~ 995 22A i $ 49.721.00 
Madsen Glenn A. c.:..:..:... _____ _ _ __ __ Ej~~~tion ____ __ _ __ _ _ _ ___ ?.E.:Jng 19? 5 23A . $ 51 ,2IJ.Oq_ 
Samuelson DaleY. 
... 
_ _______ IE__ T_,(_F.1__.ig~t_}'~~L- ·------- -~pring 1995 14A $ 39,250.00 
Sands Catherine 
-
~-----------A_nt_h_ro_,__p_ol_o,gy,____ ~ring 1995 16 : $ 41,641.00 
Speth Constance H. Art Spring 1995 22A . $ 49.721.00 
Vlcek Charles W. Librdry (Instructional Media) .Spring 1995 !24A ( 12 i $ 64.469.00 
Foster John ·Communication Winter 1995 14A $ 39,250.00 ~~--~~-----~~~~~.:__ __ __ 
~reatsinger Calvin G. Education Fall 1994 20A $ 46,86?.00 
*Green James G. 
-
=-=~---------P--'-sy,_c_~?!og~--- __ 
Wheeler Raymond L. 
- ·----·-
Music Fall 1994 19A $ 45,502.00 
___ ......_ ___________________ ·---- -. - - -- ___ ___::..:..:....: __ ....::.... ___ ;,:,:,:;___-! 
- - --- --------· ----- ....... - ---- - - ---:---- - --------! 
------------·-- - - ·-·-. _., __ - .... - - ------------- -- -
- ------- - ----------· . 
s 685.343.00 
---·----··--- ------ ---· 
---------·--------- --·--- ----------- ----1 
*indicates ea rlv reriremem: sa lary is 60% ot' full sala ry 
n:ri rees. xl s 
.· 
l /K/99 
93-94 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
---------------------~. -------------------1 
:History 
.=.:::;.:_:.:._ _ ______ ~:.:.:..:_L._ _ __ · - - ·--- , Spring .:.1 ;:_;99:...4:..._ __ · *-=2=3:...:A:..._-'-! $-:......_-=-3 0:.:·.;,.;72::..:8:..:. O:...:Oc..1 
, Business Administration ---=S-"-pr:..:.in:..:.=g,__;_:l9~9...:.4 __ '.:_? _ $ 46. 125.00 
~=::,_ __ __!:=:.t..-:.=--- ------=-.:·C=hc:_f!listry ____ _ ·- -~ri~~l994 _ :.~2:~ .. _ _ ..!_ ___ 57,64o.oq _ 
BiologicE-!_~~iences .. ·- - ... . .§.prin& 1_9~~ - ~~ ---· _! · . _ __5_~.96 ! . 00_ 
.Physical Educ, Health & Leisur .Sprinl!. 1994 .22A $ 49,721.00 
Education ;s ring 1994 : 12A i $ 36,997.00 
:English :Fall 1993 i 16A $ 41,641.00 
,Art ·Immediately 1I6A , $ 41,641.00 
' Mathematics/Computer Science: Fall 1993 '*26A $ 33.577.00 
•Mcln_~ . --.!Y..~_!. -_, _ ___ Counselinl2__Center ____ __ · ---~~~~~-----~~--!.. .... 28,120.00 
B ~ook~ _ _E_mes E..:_ , _ _ Geo~~PhL___ __ _ _Fall_l2_~~ - --~~~--_!_ ___ 5_5..:..,9_6_1_.0_0_1 
•utzi!!_~~--}~h_n_g_. ________ _ _.:. ~hilo~_ophy_ ___ _ Fall1993 _ -- ~~.?~ -- -- ~- _ _]_7,30~Q_ 
$ 505,4 I 3.00 
.. .. 
•indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salar 
--Pagt: 6· retirees .xls 
1/Hi'!IJ 
92-93 
Andn:ss Joel M. 
Boles Ronald J. 
---··--
Doi M. Makiko 
*Gm:decke WalterR. 
Hansen 'Russell W. 
Herum John M. 
-
Central Washington Universiry 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
~ - --- --~ .... ·- --~-----· 
__ ._G~?grap~L_ ___ ,_ _____ . Spring 199] 20A 
: Biolo~ical Sciencesl?c_~~~~E_9_§pring 1993 24A 
Library June I993 20A(I2 
·-----·····--·-· 
.Philosophy Spring I993 ·*25A 
Socio_IO!!y/Law & Justice Spring I 993 20A 
·English 
- - - ·--- . .. se~ing I993 2IA 
$ 46.867.00 
$ 52,749.00 
· $ 57,280.00 
s 32,599.00 
:s 46.867.00 
$ 48,273.00 
Lester M. Nancy ___ __:i_oreign Langua:S_e _ _ __ .. .. -~ring 199:3 ____ I 9A _ _ ___ $__, --~5_,?02.0Q_ 
M_itchel!___ Robert C. _ _ __ ·Ph~~i£~-- - --· -·- - _ .. ·- _ _Sp_ri~g ~~93 23A $ 51.213.00 
·~J_nge -~Don ______ _ 1Q~~-~~y_ -- --··-··· · _ ··---·· _ __ _ S_f'.0.!:& __ 1~~~ _ *22A $ 29.833.00 
$ Wi!!_~e~~- ~y-~_(J_. ____ Compul~£ Scien~- - - · _____ ~J?!J.!1g 199.::..::_.....:..;16:.:.A..:..... .---=-- 41.64 1.00 
Waddle Richard L. :Library June 30. 199~ 26A (12 ·--·-·------ ~.:....;..;....:...:..:...:...~.::.:.:...:....:...=---= --$ 68,395.00 
. ~r~e Ronald M. 
Basl~er~--~D~.D~ary~l 
,Industrial & Engineeri~ T.:...e:.:c:.:.:h.:.:n'-, W:.:....:.:.in:.:.te::.r....:l:.:..9..:.9-':..· - ----=2..:.7......::: _ __ -....:.= $ 57,640.00 
! Education Fall 1992 
Goodey Darwin J. :Psychology 'Fall 1992 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60_'!o of fu!!2ala~y __ 
--Page 7-
22A 
I5A 
$ 
1 $ 
' $ 
48.510.00 
39,442.00 
666,811.00 
retirees.xls 
2/8/99 
.. -
91-92 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
~ -Filzgmld· -CfuCnti;;-w-. - - -A rt ___ ______ ?eri~g 19·92- ·I!_.:c -:-s-· --m 6o:oo 
Potter :conrad I Edu~atio!! _ _ -·- -- -·---~~$_!992 __ ~~~ · $ 54.599.00 
•Lowther :Lawrence L. !His!ory _ _ ___ ____ Pri~~ 9/92 __ *24A __ _ _ $ _ _ _ _ ~0.l!?~ :Q.O _ 
------------·--- ----·- - --- - ---- -·- -- ·-- ------ --
$ 111.338.00 
*indicates earl >: retirement : salary is 60% of full s_ala:.:r"-y _______ ____ _ 
--Page 8- rerirees. xis 
.!/8/99 
90-91 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
Panerio:.._--'-R-'-'o'-'b_e_rt _____ 'M=-usic _____ . ____ ,_s~ring 19_9_1:.._. ___ 25 $ _21~!5.0Q 
*Evans Betty,_ E. _ _ ___ The_~tre Arts - -- - ----- --~rri..n.~ ..!22L *21A · $ 27.409.00 
Brunner Gerald lET __ .. .. -- ··· wt:._199<?_ ____ 20. $ . 29~~9.00 
--·-·-- .... . -- ----------
-----------
----------------------·-----·--------------~--------1 
_ _, _________________________________ _: ______ -! 
- --- - ------···- -- --- - ·-··-------------·--- -
... - -- ··---·--- - --------- ··· ··-- - --
*indicates earlv retirement: salary is 60% of full salary 
--P:tyt: 9- rC:iirec:s.xls 
) 
2/!l/99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
-·· 
. s,u:ARY ,, . 
,. 
89-90 
_ ..___  ·- ·- ··· - .. .. _ ···----- -
No.r~~-- ,Melvin - -~_ucation __ _ ____ - --~~~~----- 31:--=$:.____ _ 3_8..:..,!!_90.00_ 
Nich~~-~ _ __;_'=::_Dean ----~~~~!1! Ed ______ ___ _ - · ---~!!.~~_1990 ]}__~ . 41 , 100.00 
Johnson -~=- Vane~. __ .. __ _E~y-~i~~ . -- - --- ___ __ _ .. . ?.P.:iE.tt.!._~Q__ ______ 3~- $ . :!~ -?.~.q~ 
: oo~~--- __ .... Pearl M.:.... Family & Consum~~~e~~~~- --~p!!_ng 1990 __ ~~~A_ · ·-- ·~---
Donavan Ann Library ---- - --- - - smr 1990 9 (!-~-~~-
--- --- -------- -- .. - .... -... - -- ---- .. 
------ ·--- ---- - -·--------- - - -·- . ·-- ..... . 
' . 
·-- -- --·-------- ------- - - ·-- ---- ·-- -- ---
*indicates earl retirement; sala 
--Page 10-
18.968.00 
40,911.00 
r~tir~~s . xls 
2/M/99 
"';,. i 
. ' 
I ·: • 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
LAST NAME . .. FIRST NAME 
........ -~ "!' .. •... :": • ~~~~r.~ • • 
88-89 
•Bennett Robert 1861 9 Ph)•si~- - ···--- ---·· Summer 1989 23• - ----- ~ -- · -- -----
Eickhoff Henry iMusic Summer 1989 32 39980 
f.ennelly Joan :Education Spring 1989 27' 34790 
·Spring 1989 •22A ~ $ 18,968.00 
.. 
•sessions Frank Q. ;Sociology 
'wtr 1988 *Nelson Frank B. ! Psychology 
.. ~ ·-- - -'-------......:..:'---~---·--------'-----
$ 112,357.00 
- - .. ----- ----------
------- - - - ---- - - · - ··-- --- -------·---- ---- -----------------1 
---- --------- ---- ··.- ·- -··· · ·- ----- -· - --- . -- -··· -- . .... -· -
•im1jcates early retirement; salary is 60% of full ~a;.:.;.l ....;ary..__ _ _ 
--Page 11· relirells. x1s 
Attachment III 
Central Washington University 
Faculty Salary Savings Analysis 
1994-95 through 1997-98 
I .. 
-
-ll.J.__ 
Adjuncts ~~ 
(Part-nme Other Goods& ~ Faculty) Positions Senrices Tr.M!I Equipment Other Totals Geology 5,000 5,000 
COTS 3,646 ~ 3,646 ;-.:-; 
COAH 10,757 m 10,757 Academic Set'lices 6,161 -~:· 6,161 ;. .. · t1 Registrar 1,500 N~ 1,500 
Academic Set'lices 500 ~1 500 
Financial Aid 4,000 l~ 4,000 
CEPS 19,000 I 19,000 Sea Tac Center 2,000 2,000 Ubrary 15,000 15,000 
Theatre Arts Debt 42,164 @ 42,164 
CEPS 44,500 # 44,500 
Theatre Arts Debt 23,817 1 23,817 
CEPS 55,000 §~~ 55,000 
COTS 30,000 il 30,000 
COAH 35,000 ~ 35,000 Center for Learning & Technology 9,300 <·:-:,.. 9,300 
Ubrary 15,700 !~ 15,700 
:.:::::: 
Financial Aid 4,500 n 4,500 Financial Aid 4,500 :::=:~ 4,500 
·Y-.::· 
Registrar 1,000 
!1 
1,000 
Admissions 1,000 1,000 
Academic SeMces 3,000 "~ 3,000 Registrar 3,000 I 3,000 Financial Aid 10,000 \t 10,000 COTS 25,000 25,000 CEPS 20,000 ~:::;! 20,000 
SSE 10,000 rn 10,000 
CEPS 45,000 tJ 45,000 COTS 85,000 ~ .. , .  85,000 A Ubrary 1,000 ::!~ 7,000 
Center for Learning & Technology 5,000 ® 5,000 Fi r.anci3t .Ald 10,0CO ~~.,. 10,000 
Wenarc!-:ee C:r.ter 3,CCO '<· 3,000 
CEPS 30,000 I 30,000 Financial Aid 6,500 6,500 Admissions 10,000 10,000 VP Em"ollment Managerre-:t 15,000 
* 
15.000 
CEPS 50,000 §f: 50,000 
COTS 26,000 ~~ 26,000 Center for L.eaming & Technology 14,762 M 14,762 Ubrary 4,700 . ~ 4,700 
School ~ Business & Economics 12,000 ~ 12,000 Wenatchee Center 7,000 # 7,000 COTS 11,217 -~{ 11,217 
Center for Learning & Technology 12,4n I 12.4n Ubrary 5,200 5,200 
Totals AY 1997-98 512,320 80.462 91 .333 15.000 65.981 :<~ 765.096 ~1~ 
Percentage of Total 66.96% 10.52% 11 .94% 0.00% 1. 96% 8.62% ':~; 1()().00% 
Page 1 
Faculty Salary S<Mngs Analysis f~ the Academic Year 1996-97 
Adjuncts ~1 ;~;. (Part-nne Other Goods& .,.,~ 
"' Faculty) Positions Services Trawl Equipment Other ~i Taats ~~· 
:::::~ 
Wenatchee 7,500 m 7,500 
Theatre Arts 2,400 rft 2,400 
COAH 1,500 I 1,500 .. ". r::: COAH 800 800 
Center fOI' Learning & Technology 2,000 t\1~ 2,000 PI"O\'OSt 500 
'I 500 CEPS 95,000 §;. 95,000 t COTS 31,000 ~ 31,000 CEPS 60,000 60,000 
's;ooo ·--=-~ SBE 4,000 10,000 ~~~i 20,000 
Ubrary 35,000 H 35,000 h Psychology 200 ~:~ 200 ~~ Econanics 2,110 
'ill 2,110 COTS 49,000 ~ 49,000 Law & Justice West Side 4,500 1,500 11 6,000 CEPS 72,000 .72,000 m 
VP Enrollment 10,000 I 10,000 Ubrary 15,000 :;:;;;; 15,000 
COTS 31,602 5,000 ~* 36,602 CEPS 70,000 I 70,000 COAH 39,000 1,000 r~· 40,000 Ubrary 12,000 ~i 12,000 CEPS 70,000 70,000 
COAH 25,000 q 25,000 
COTS 80,000 2,450 ~;, 82,450 
CEPS 80,000 
*' 
80,000 
Ubrary 30,000 ~ 30,000 
- '"'TS 50,000 it 50,000 
)AH 20,000 '[i 20,000 
CEPS 60,000 ~~ 60,000 C"'~erfOI' Learning & Technology 20,000 ~~ 2C,CCO { " 50.000 $:~ 50.000 
::..J,CGO ~ 30,000 M l PI"'OIC'St 1,500 "· 1,500 
'l! • ... :. - ~ -'~ rr,.., ~~1~ 45,000 ,-:·~ 
... ~ .. --:- ll 30,000 COAH 30,000 30,000 ~~~ 
Totals AY 1996-97 943.402 12.000 64.510 6.000 166.650 - ;~ 1.192.562 
@ 
· Percentage d Total 79.11% 1.01% 5.41% 0.50% 13.97% O.OO%fi 100.00% 
Page1 
Adjuncts N ~ (Part-Time Other Goods& ~tf 
Faculty) Positions SeNices Trawl Equipment Other 0! Totals 
-:-:-:-
CL.AS 33,441 m 33,441 . ·,-.s 
IMC 12,500 ~n 12,500 ··~ 
Ubrary 6,000 3,000 fu 9,000 
CEPS 57,000 w 57,000 Chemistry 4,400 700 165 2.348 , 7,613 Sociology 1,400 1,400 CLAS 20,000 [ 20,000 
Accounting 2,158 ~=~·. 2,158 
CEPS 20,000 I 20,000 Law & Justice West Side 25,425 r,~ 25,425 
Law & Justice Yakima 3,000 I 3,000 CLAS 17,281 17,281 CEPS 10,000 5,000 5,000 20,000 Wenatchee 1,000 1,000 
Accounting 3,968 ~' 3,968 CLAS 50,000 50,000 CEPS 30,000 fj 30,000 
Law & Justice West Side 21,500 ID 21,500 
Law & Justice Yakima 3,000 ~:::-~ 3,000 :f~ 
Assessment 10,000 
rif 
10,000 
Psychology 300 300 
library 15,000 15,000 
CEPS 30,000 I 30,000 CLAS 50,000 . 50,000 ~~~ Ubrary 15,000 ,::l 15,000 
CL.AS 25,000 ~i 25,000 VP Enrollment 11,059 ill 11,059 CEPS 30.000 30,000 
CEPS 7,000 
11 
7,000 
CLAS 11,000 6,000 17,000 
CL.AS 7,000 10,000 I 17,000 Ubrary 10,000 10,0<:0 
IMC 20,000 ;'{ 20,0CO 
1,024 :-.;: 1,024 
Lcrary 19,271 ~r. 19,271 
CI.AS 7,000 ~~ 7,000 
-
- ~.27:3 76.895 133. 7CQ 19.224 32.848 : ~ 622.9-!Q .... .. . : . ---- ::'i ~~·} 
' .> 
Percentage of T ctaJ 57.03% 12.34% 22.27% 3.W% 5.27% 0.00% %~': 100.00% 
Page 1 
Faculty Salary Savings Analysis fer the Academic Year 1994-95 
Adjuncts 1l :~· (Part-Time Other Goods& @ Faculty) Positions SeNices Tr.M!I Equipment Other ~-~-:~ Tdals ~~  
CL.AS 3,000 M 3,000 
CL.AS 40,000 ;:~:i 40,000 
CEPS 12,830 ~~1 12,830 ~:? lnstr. Ext. Degree Progran 4,500 ~i 4,500 Law & Justice West Side 2,000 2,000 
Law & Justice West Side 6,000 f:t~ 6,000 
SBE 20,000 ~1 20,000 ;:;i Geography 11,740 &. 11,740 
Sociology 1,200 I 1,200 CL.AS 90,000 90,000 CEPS 30,000 30,000 
CL.AS 20,000 m 20,000 \<;~ CEPS 25,000 1~ 25,000 SBE 7,500 H 7,500 Ubrary 10,000 10,000 
IMC 10,000 I 10,000 Accounting 2,000 2,000 Business Administration 4,000 4,000 
CL.AS 25,000 § 25,000 
CEPS 30,000 I 30,000 Econanics aoo W' aoo Business Education 4,492 i 4,492 Education 4,075 4,075 CEPS 7,000 7,000 I.Jbrary 17,000 i1 17,000 IMC 37,000 p· 37,000 SBE 1,000 ~ 1,000 
l3E 1,000 f.~ 1,000 Jbrary 9,000 <·:~ 9,000 
Ubrary 2,864 {i% 2,864 
~1 
Td.als AY 1994-94 220.000 39.686 21,000 7,000 151.315 ;£i3 
# 
439.001 
50.11% 9.04% 4.78% 1.59% 34.47% 0.00% ::~~ 100.00% 
Paget 
Attachment IV 
Central Washington University 
Use of Faculty Salary Savings 
uKf-\~t11\..i r' ttt:.~l.: ;"'11 A I lU i'~ ~t- a l a: Utit: OF FAU U~T"" ~t-\li...HI'\'1 o:;Av ~-\:~~ 
1998-99' oeginning Budget 
Department A 
• 10 positions filled 
• 2 vacant positions 
• adjuncUpart-time 
.. 
.. 
Total Positions = 12 ~ 
@$480,000 
D 
Department B E 
• 15 filled positions A 
• 0 vacant positions N 
• 0 adjuncUpart-time ~ R E 
Total Positions = 15 k A @ $600,000 L ~ L 0 c 
Department C ! A T • 8 filled positions E 
• 1 vacant position I 8 0 adjuncUpart-time .. • ... 8 8 A Total Positions= 9 8 L 
@ $350,000 F A R ij y 8 
Department D w A 
• 12 filled positions v 
• 3 vacant positions I 
• adjuncUpart-time ... N ... G 
Total Positions= 15 
8 
@ $700,000 
v I Provost I .. I Dean 
1998-99 Operational Budget 
Department A 
• 1 0 filled positions 
• Vacant position $ 
flow to Provost 
.. 
• $ will come back if .. 
needed for part-
time 
Department B 
• 15 filled positions 
• Needs adjunct part-
.. time $ to offer ... 
classes. 
I 
Department C 
• 8 filled positions 
• Does not need 
adjuncUpart-time $ . 
--
Department D 
• 12 filled positions 
• Uses reallocation 
.. to support ... 
program. 
I 
1999-00 Beginning Budget* 
Department A 
• 1 0 filled positions 
• 2 vacant positions 
---------;•~1 • adjuncUpart-time 
Total Positions= 12 
@$480,000 
Department B 
• 15 filled positions 
• 0 vacant positions 
------------~•~1 • 0 adjuncUpart-time 
Total Positions = 15 
@ $600,000 
Department C 
• 8 filled positions 
• 1 vacant position 
------------~•1 filled@ lower salary 
.. 
... 
Total Positions= 9 
@ $300,000 
Department D 
• 12 filled positions 
• 2 vacant positions 
hired @ higher salary 
• 1 position hired @ 
lower salary 
Total Positiqns = 15 
@ $725,000 
*Does not include cost for faculty 
promotions or raises. 
j Sala~Base=$2,130 ,000 ~-~--·-----~-----------~~-~ r Salary Base = $2,105,000 I 
SALARY BASE PRESENTATION 
By 
Abdul Nasser 
Vice President for Business & Financial Affairs 
Central Washington University 
February 12, 1999 
·-
... 
Central Washington University 
"By Teaching We Leam• 
This presentation will cover: 
• Conceptual Framework 
- Legislative Salary Increases 
- Institutional Policy Salary Increases 
- New Staffing Salary Implications 
-Salary Saving Mechanics 
• Faculty Salary Base & FTE 
• Actual Salary Savings Disposition 
• Summary 
, •.. 
~ 
Institutional Salary Increases 
Year 1 Promo- Year 2 
Base Bgt. tions Base Bgt. 
Salaries $1,000,000 2S,OOO $1,025,000 
G&S 250.000 (25,000) lli:.QQQ 
TOTAL $1,250,000 $1,250,000 
~ Central Washington l_lniversity 
Salary Base Presentation 
By 
Abdul Nasser 
V.P. Business & Financial Affairs 
February 12, 1999 
FY97 
Base Bgt. 
Fac. $1,000,000 
Adm. 300,000 
Class. 400,000 
Sal. $1,700,000 
G & S 300,000 
3% 
Inc. 
$30,000 
9,000 
12,000 
$51,000 
TOT. $2,000,000 $51,000 
1% 
Add'! 
$10,000 
3,000 
$13,000 
(13,000) 
New Hires 
SCENARIO 1 
Base Actual New Hire 
Salaries $1,000,000 $9SO,OOO $60,000 
G&S 300,000 (10,000) 
TOTAL $1,300,000 
SCENARIO 2 
Base Actual New Hire 
Salaries $1,000,000 $950,000 $4D.OoO 
G&S 300,000 10,000 
TOTAL $1,300,000 
FY98 
Base Bdat 
$1,040,000 
312,000 
412,000 
$1,764,000 
287,000 
$2,051,000 
'~· 
Clll 
New Base 
$1,010,000 
290,000 
$1,300,000 
New Base 
$990,000 
310,000 
$1,300,000 
Salaries 
Adjunct 
G&S 
TOTAL 
'fl· ~
FY96 
FY97 
FY98 
FY99 
Salary Savings 
Year 1 
Base Bgt. 
$1,000,000 
·0· 
250,000 
$1,250,000 
Year 2 
Actual Base Bgt. · 
$900,000 $1,000,000 
75,000 
275,000 250,000 
$1,250,000 $1,250,000 
Faculty Salary Data 
Base($ 000) & FTE 
Base Bgt. 
($ 000) 
$17,235.4 
$18,677.0 
$18,708.0 
$19,170.1 
~ '~· ~ 
FTE 
318.6 
354.3 
345.0 
341.2 
Salary Issues 
• Salart Raises 
- legislative Mandate 
- Internal Polldes: 
• Promotion 
• Faculty Salary Scale Movement 
• Ment 
• Equity Adjustments 
•Tenure 
• New Hires 
- Salary level 
- Replacement of Re~rees 
- Rank (Full, Assistant or Assodate) 
- Faculty COde 
• Part·time Faculty 
• Use of Salary Savings 
11 
Academic Affairs 
FY95 FY96 FY97 
Savings $439,001 $622,940 ~1,192,562 
Adjuncts 220,000 344,273 943,402 
Cltt1er Sal. 39,666 76,895 12,000 
G&S 21,000 138,700 64,510 
Travel 7,000 19,224 6,000 
Cltt1er -o- -o- -o-
Equipment 151.315 ~ 166,650 
TOTAL ~ SS2-.940 $1,192,562 
FY98 
$765,096 
512,320 
80,462 
91,333 
-o-
65,981 
15,000 
$765,096 
2 
REVISED REPORT FROM OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
AS OF 2/17/99 
Attachment I 
Central Washington University 
Report of New Faculty Hires 
1989 to Present 
) 
2/17/99 
98-99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
~p . 
------·- - - - --+- ----------
' Melbourne jTimothy Geology Spr 1999 - ··- .. 10 . $ 3_!! ,24 1 __ 
1 _B_o_hr~so_n ____ ~rW_e_n~dy~--+G_e_o_lo~)gy~--+W~tr~l~99~9---ri ___ _!UJl_ ______ 3_9~,3_8_8~: ______ 1 
1_A_n_d_er_so_n ____ ~C_h_ar_le_s __ -+P_E_H_L_S ____ rF_a_ll_l_99_8 __ -ri ____ l~2+i ~$ _______ 4~0~,5~6~9 +1------l 
Arrington Caleb Chemistry Fall 1998 llb $ 40, 17{) 1 __ 
Arrington Jane Chemistry Fall 1998 ! II b 1 $ 40,176 I 
-=--ic------1 
Bartel I Kim Adm Mgt & Fall 1998 12 $ 40,569 I 
Bender William lET Fall 1998 12 $ 40,569' __ _ 
Bryan Patrick Biology Fall1998 9 $ - 37,126 
Cobbs Paul-Elliot Music Fall 1998 10 $ 38,241 
Cook James History Fall 1998 8 $ 36,046 , 
Diaz Jesse Psychology Fall 1998 9 $ 37,126 ! 
Drake George English Fall 1998 Sa $ 36,406 i 
Englund Timothy Math Fall 1998 9 $ 37,126 
Gillette Shana Communicati Falll998 8 $ 36,046 
Huff Jayme Curriculum Falll998 11 $ 39,388 
r-J o.:.:r ..... ge.:.:n:.:.so.:.:n"----+Jan'-------+L~i-=-br'-'-ary~-'-· --t'F...;.;a.:.:ll ~1 .:.:99~8'----:--'4_,_( 1:..::2.:.:m.:.:o_,_) +--"'-$ ____ ___;;_;3 9, 143 
Kennedy Sally Psychology Fall 1998 9b $ 3 7,869 i 
Kovalerchuk I Boris Computer Sci Fall 1998 I 22 f $ 54,522 I 
,, .... ' ... •n; .... !,.., • • 
- ;..:_·~· ----~·.:.:·_:_·~-----=-~.:.:·_:_'· .:.:··~-~---~-~~·-
Ruble Michael !Accounting Fall1998 : 24 $ 57,843 · ~:.:..:.:-------r-~.:.:.:.:--~;..:_;..:_~--~~~~'--~----=-~-----~~~---1 
Schwing ____ -+iJ_a_m_es ____ ~!~C_o_m~p•ut_er_S_c~Fa_I_I _19_9_8 ___ ~·-- ·- 28i $ ______ 6_5~,1_0_3 _' ____ __ 
Sledge iAndrea jTeacher Ed Fall 1998 12 . $ 40 ,569 
Sloan Teresa lET Fall 1998 ; 11 $ 39,388 ! 
Soliz 1Jean Law & Justic Fall 1998 ! 14 $ 43,041 I 
Southard P.A., Dee !sociology fall 1998 i 11 $ 39,388 1 
Wessel Nancy Socioi~Q'_ Fall 1998 I 12 $ 40,569 I 
I 
I ( $ 1,071,754 ! 
--Page 1- retirees.xls 
2/17/fJ9 
-l.JAST 1\ME 
.o; 
97-98 
Behpour 
Booth 
Bradley 
Brady 
Buergel 
Carlson 
Collins 
Curran 
Davis 
Easley 
Fallshore 
Gazis 
Huckabay 
Johnson 
Lee 
Penick 
Pittock 
Polishook 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
FIRST' 
ll'IAI\'lE. 
Kurosh 
Carolyn 
James 
Scott 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
OEPARTME 
NT RlRE DAJ'E. STEP 
I 
lET Fall 1997 12 ' 
PEHLS Fall 1997 I 14 
Business Ad Fall 1997 : 22 
.Geography [Fall 1997 10 
-·-
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
Nancy --~amily & Co !Fall 1997 ' 9 .. t 
-
Karyl ;Music !Fall 1997 10 $ 
I Psychology -Fu'i Fall 1997 i 8 $ Christina [TEP Fall1997 9 $ I 
Bruce jGeography Falll997 t9i $ 
Roxanne !History Fall 1997 8i s 
Marte Psychology Fall 1997 IO ' $ 
Carey Geology Fall 1997 I lOl $ 
James Geography Fall 1997 i 
__ 1~_$-
Kirk !Sociology Fall 1997 20 $ 
- -
Christopher Business Ad Fall 1997 22• $ 
. 
SALARY RESIGN 
39~774 
40,8_20 ______ 
53.453 
- -
.. -
37 ,4_91 
·-
36,398 
- ·- -
37 491 
--- ·- ---- ---
35,339 
36.398 
48,918 
35,339 
37,491 
37,491 
-· 
44,767 
- - --
50,385 
·-----. -- -- -
53 !.~~~ 
Jeffrey Psychology Fall1997 8. $ 35,339 
Beatrice Communicati iFall 1997 ; 7! $ 34,310 
Mark .Mt:si·; ' F:tll 1997 E~d $ ~ ~ ' 
----- .. -· - -- -
. - -- . - ---- --- - - --
Smith ;,:;ci;~d ~ Titc'acr:.; £-·\~·:~ ~:.~;~ !S9i 0 $ 33 ,3 10 
Spencer I John !Library 'Fall 1997 : ~Jl_:_ mo I $ 37,256 
--· 
Stege Kenneth jFi ight Tech Fall 1997 12 $ _].9,774 ____ 
:Theatre Arts !Fall 1997 
; 
Vasek Cheri 6' $ ____ 33_,3_1Q__ ____ 
Wellock Thomas .History )Fall 1997 8 $ 35,3_3~ -
-·-· 
!Marla __j_Family & c?f"ailt997 
--- -- ·--·-
Wyatt 9 $ 36,398 
- ----· : . I i I --
; 
' 
$ 984,683 
--Page 2- retir~~s.xls 
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LAS"(' A:M& 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
Fffi.ST ' DEPARTME HTRE DATE srtP 
NAME NT SALARY RESiGN 
96-97 : I I __ _ 
Creech John !Library !summer 1997 jll (12m $ 47,196 ___ _ 
1;B:..:e:..:.c:.::_k __ 4D:....:a=..:n;;ie~I __ [Biological Sc jFalll996(tt) i4?(1/2) . : $ _1:..:6:.!.,1:...:1~2 ____ 1 
A;;.;:b:..:.d.=al:.c.:la:....._ _ .:..;:L:.:..a:.:..ila:....._ __ __,_I_En~lish jFall1996 (TTl _8_ $ _ __ 3~.~86 __ _ _ 
A_:.m:..:..:..;.,by~----1-IJ....:.o_an _____ :Family & Co jFall1996 ( l~-~ ___ 9_ $ ___ _l~-~.!...- _ _ 
_B_urt_o_n ___ ..~.:IL::.::a:.=.u :.:..rie=--_..;.i .M  .:..:::.::at~ --~a!ll996 -·- _8_ ~- 34.185 __ _ 
~eary IDelores !Sociology F~_296 lTI 8 __ $_ 34,186 _ _ _ 
Culjak 1Toni English Fall1996 10 $ 36,266 ' 
Cutsinger Loran Anthropolog Fall1996 II i 37356 
=D-=an:.:..:i.:..:el.:..:s ----+:....:Je:..:.ft1:..:.re:..<y __ -rP...:.syL.c:..:.h:..:.ol:..:.o.z;g~y =F=al..:....l .:..:19...:.9-=-6 -+--·-6.:..::~-,;$::...._ _ __ ...:.3~21, =-223 ___ _ 
DeLuca JoAnn Chemistry Fall1996 , 161 $ 43,307 1~===----~~-~==~~~~~~-r-~~~--~~~~------
Durand Charles Computer Scj Fall 1996 I 21 i $ 
Folkestad William Art Fall 1996 (tt) I 81 $ 
Fuentes Agustin Anthropolog Fall 1996 91 $ 
Ghosh Koushik Economics Fall 1996 18! 
Jacobi-Kama Kathleen 1Music Fall1996 12 ! $ 
Johnson Craig lET !Fall 1996 12' $ 
Kasselis Nathalie Foreign Lang Fall 1996 81 $ 
Lambert Connie Teacher Ed Fall 1996 __ 91 $ -~~:..:._----~~;;_--~.:..:===~-+~~~-+-
L 
I ~ 
Xingzhong English Fall 1996 
' ·t·: s 
50,204 :Fall 199~ 
34,186 1 
35,2ll : 
45,944 
38,477 
38,477 ' 
34,186 ' 
35.211 ! 
---1 
;· .:; 1996 '- s 33,~ "7 
-I - -----
Nc.:gron !Richard I h istOry 1Falll996 8, ) .3 'f,ioo :Spr i':i97 
Ngalamullume Kalal a iHistory !Fall 1996 I 6 $ 32,223 
--
Ramirez :AI I ~ I 1Teacher_Ed F all 1996 __ _i__ 15 $ 
- 42,0'!_5~--
Schaefer !Todd tPolitical Sci jFal!_!99§ i 7$ 33,191 
- --- - -··- -- -
Sun 1qxing :Biological sc !F!iii_!~~-----L- __ 8 ' $ -_34, 18_6 - -
---- --- ----
Wilson !Dale lET /Falll996 : 12 , $ 38,477 
Yoon Bang-Soon !Political Sci !Fall 1996 r 11 $ 37,356 
I i i 
I j I I $ 1,025,953 
- Page 3- rerirees .xls 
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Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
· LAST AME FIUST AME llEI'A ~1i IE HIRE DATE Sl'EP SALARY RESiGN 
95-96 + 1 - I - -
Yan_g___ ITaiqian_, lJ ET_ _ wtr 1996 • 14 $ 40,820 
A~~~'?~--- ~ -~~1~~ l!\c~_~ntinjl__~wtr_l9~~- 24 $ _5~~8__59 .. 
Bach ---Tru; n 1Art ;wtr 1996(tt) II $ 37,356 And~~-;-Trocy:----t;nthro~log j Fa_lilm--~-. l ll $ - 37,356 ~---
Baxter Louise , Biolo~¥ __ ~!J 99~ .L __ ___11Li----~·.±~ __ _ 
Bowers Jan Home Econ IFalll995 19 $ 47,322 , 
Bransdorfer Rodney Foreign Lang Fall 1995 1o l $ 36,2~-=---= = 
Breedlove Lois Communicati Fall 1995 II ' $ 
... ~ 
Bullock John 8 $ 
Cadello James .. -,$ 
CannCasciato Daniel 9; $ 
' 
Chinn Michael 21 $ 
' Clark Harry l3 $ 
Gerdes John M. Chemistry Fall 1995 15 $ 
Hackenberger Steven Anthropolog Fall 1995 20 $ 
Hastie Taylor Home Econ Fall 1995 8 $ 
Kuhlken Robert 
-- 1:'vh11ha : urtz 
)Q i $ 
9 . s 
!Geography Falll995 ~----~~~---~ i 
- - - -- -
-· 10 s 
.\bstain --.:nJ -. FSHLS i',l!! 19'15 8 S 
--·--- - · ---- ---··--·- -·- - . - -- ·----- -~ 
Odom G.:ry M lET Fallt995 14 . $ -~--~-----~~ -... -------- ---------
O!!rsland 'Mark Math Falll995 10 $ 
_ ___1 7,3~ 
-
--· 
34, 186 
·-
37,356 
- -···-
35,211 
- -
48,742 I 
34,186 lwtr 1997 
36,~---
35.~11 : 
3+. 186 
36,266 
[\.aub~;~·s~o :.:_n ----+=-L:i:.:n-=-da:.:.. ___ ...;.·.=.B :.:io::.:l~- ~~--~ F~~~?22..___ 8 $ _ ___ _li: 1_8_~- __ ___ _ _ 
Rice James History 'Fall 1995 gf $ 3 ....:4.:...:,1~8-=-6 +'---1 
::.:Sc.:.:h-=-m-i-tz-----I-S-te-v-en-----.l-c-u":....rr:....ic,_u_lu-m-.Falll995 ' 1.;;.21- -'-$ - ------'33,477 
1 
Stacv Gerald !English Fall 1995 (tt) ! 25 i $ 56,504 ! 
Thomas Carin [Chemistry !Fall 1995 ; tt l $ ' 3 7 ,356_,:'----1 
32,87t W.:...i::.:,;ll:.:.::ia:;;;m.:::s __ -1-W-e"-n...:.d~y __ _,_ IP:..:s"'-yc::.;ho.:.:.;.:lo:.l2g,._y -t=-Fall 1995 81 $ 
Wilson Martha !Business Ad Falll995 25! $ ~0 ~996 
-
W.::.:o;.::o-=.dc:.::o:.::c.:::k ___ !-='D:.::o:.:.:n...:.__JCurriculum ~ ~a~l_ !.2_?~ _ __ ___2j $_ --· _3~~- __ _ 
-----1----- -1'-------· - ------------ ···-------' 
I $ t , t95 690 
--Page 4- retirees.xls 
lAST 1\ME 
. 
94-95 
Amato 
Au Ibach 
Bicchieri 
Boyle 
Brooks 
Butterfield 
Ely 
Em mans 
Ernest 
Gellenbeck 
Holden 
Johnston 
Lefkowitz 
Lewis 
Martinez De Vel 
Monson 
Phillips 
Pimomo 
n,_.,,ro""' '~ 
J.(UO..;rtS 
Schwartz 
Smith 
- - · 
2/17/99 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
-
~ 
RIRST 
, ·1\ ME 
.. 
i 
Sarah 
Carol 
Barbara 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
' ~ 
D~l'ARTME~ HLRE'DATE ' STEP, NT 
·, 
,. , . ~ -.' 
-
Library Wtr 1995 l to(t2m $ 
I ' TEPS Falll994 8 1 $ 
Anthropo log Fall 1994(tt) 6! $ 
I Peter ---j~;iness Ad 1 Fall 1994 _ :_ _ 23i $ 
I 
!Joseph Music Fall 1994 II $ 
- --· ~~-- -a•• • -·+-- ---
icarol ITEPS Fall1994 9 · $ 
Lisa Geology Fall1994 ! 9i $ 
!cindy I curriculum Fall 1994 I 10 $ 
Kristina Biology Fall1994 I 6 $ 
Edward Computer Sci Fall 1994 16 $ 
Lad lET Falll994 II $ 
C. Wayne Law & Justic Fall1994 10 $ 
. 
SALARY · R~JGN 
. 
' 
I 
44,326 
32,871 Smr95 
_ _l0,984 I 
-
_51~-~~~~. . 
--
- ~·5"~ 19-:_ 
--
33 857 I 
. I 
33,857 1 
34,873 
30,984 I 
_ il,641 i--
-
35,919 1 
34,873 Spr1995 
Natalie Foreign Lang Fall1994 12 $ 36,997 I 
·----------I Keith Art Fall 1994 --~j_$ _3!>.~84_; .. 
-
Javier Foreign Lang Fall1994 6 $ 30 984 
·-- -~· - -- -· - r --
Luetta !Curriculum Fall 1994 9 $ 33,85I__, ___ 
Barbara Education Fall1994 9 $ 33,857 I 
Paulus English Fall1994 l --7_ $ ___ 31.9 1 41 __ 
- ···- -
' f'n",...l.,,:;- o:'"lf,... . ..,.,. If Fa .. 
-
• Jurn~s L.l.oV ~\.. J li~Li~ J.. Lli.l J • .,;.,\. ~\.) iJ $ 38, 107 I 
I Terrence I Psychology Falll994 ! 6 j $ 30,984 I 
j Harris !Theatre Arts Fall 1994 I 6! $ 30,983 l 
I 775,903·~-i I 1 I I I ; I : $ 
--Page 5- · retirees.xls 
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L TNAME" 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
•· 
F.JRST OEPA~TM"£ RI.RE OA:fE STEP 
NAME NT RESfGN 
93-94 
Kidwell Michelle !computer I Wtr 1994 _ 19 ._!__ _ 45,5-02 _ ~ 
!_)'Acquisto ---~~n-~:do _ ___l!>EHLS__l~t::_~_994 _i__ ~! $_ _ _ _3Q,984 _ 
Abel_ _ J~n _ _; Educ~tion !Fall 1993(lt) • __?~ ___ -~·85? _ ___ _ 
~~i~-- _ ~ohn A. __ J Geog~~~x Fall 1993 _ __ _ ~ -3- $_ 38_,_!_07 __ 
!!ake_r __ Clara ~cco~~ting_l ':_a!!__1_99~ _ .. 26 $ 55,9~1 :x . _ 
Br~~-nstein Michael Physics & Sc ~all1993 ____ 8_ $ .. _ ... _}?.~7!__ _ .. 
Holtfreter _~crt E.__ Accounting I Fall 1993 _ 27 $ _ 5?,6'!Q_ _ _ 
Kokta Thomas iBusiness Ad Fall1993 : 23 1 $ ___ ..:.5_1::•o.=2..:.::13=-----l 
~~~~~---F~~~--+'P~h~y~si=cs~&~S-=-c~F~a~ll -=-1~99~3=---~l--~6~i1 ~$ ____ ~3~0~,9~8..:.4~i _____ _ 
!Business Ad Fall1993 i 23 1 $ 51,213 ' 
Palmquist Bruce C. 
Richardson GaryM 
Root AnnL. :Geography. Fall 1993 I 71 $ 31,914 ____ _ 
Severn Sylvia )Education Fall 1993 I 9 $ 33,857 Fall 1995 
Silvers Robert C. I Business Ad Fall 1993(tt) I 231 $ 51,213 : 
Thyfault Alberta I Education Fall 1993 ! 6! $ 30,984 ' 
I '$ 576,300 
--Page 6- retirees .xls 
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Central Washington University 
Faculty 
. 
., FIRST llAST NAME NAME ~-
92-93 I 
----------
Abel ~rederick 
----- ·~-
Als~szatai-Pethe Jolu~ _ 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
' 
i 
1 DEPAllTME 
NT HillE DATE •STEP 
' 
_l_ __ 
-·· -
-
!Education Fall1992 25~ _$_ 
j~_nth~polog_J~all 1992(~) :· 8 $ 
Bailey James ~counting l Fall 1992 25 $ 
------ -~----· _,_-- ·---- ----- . ·--~ 
Beath Linda I Curriculum 1Fall1992 7 $ 
··-----1-- ·· I 
_.,_ ___ J _ 
Donahoe Susan !Education Fall 1992 91 $ 
-
Em me Michael iArt lfall 1992 6 $ 
Gleason Michael Biological Sc Fall 1992 6 $ 
Gray Loretta I English Fall 1992 i 6 $ 
Hubbard Brenda Theatre Arts Fall 1992 i 6 $ 
ALARY RESiGN 
. -
?_3_,009 
.. 
32,070 
-
~?.()02_: . . ___ ,.. 
31,136 
- --· 
33,032 1 
---~ 
30,229 1 
30,229 J 
30;229! 
-- 30,22?_: ______ 
.Jenkins Andrew PEHLS Fall 1992(11) 6 $ 30 229 
'-'--- ---------· --
jFall 1992 I Jurich K. Katarin Sociology I 8 $ 32,070 Wtr 1997 _.__ ___
Majsterek David Education Falll992 l 9 $ 33,032 I 
Foreign Lang:F_~II 1992(tt) I t l $ Nelson Joshua ! 26,075 . 
' 
I 
Tan Huaixiang Theatre Arts Fall1992 i 2 $ 26,075 i 
-
Wilson D. Gail TEPS Fall 1992 7 $ 31,136IX 
i 
I 1 I 
-
- _ _j__~l_ __ - 501,2~~~--
: 
--Page 7- retirees.xls 
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LAST AMID 
91-92 
Snedeker 
- --
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
FlRST 
AME. 
i 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
nerARTME HffiE DATE S'fE:P T SALARY ~ESiGN 
I 
--
.leiTrcy IMusi: ~ .!!_! 992 ttL _ ~__!- _ _ J2~0?_9 :_ 
Baldwin 
_ ~_!l_i~- ~~si_c _ Fall 1991 _ ___J_ ___ -~$ ___ 30,20_2 . _ 
-~·· ·--
Bruce lET I Fall 1991 (tt) 1 9 $ 32,039 Barnes 
- ~----·--- --·,--·-- -· 
~~~_!<e __ - M~::.re! IAdmin ~~m~f~.U . .9..2.!_ __ : __ 19 · $ 43,0~8 
-
-
Chan ~g.2_!:t____[!'~~~ . -- - -~~~~ - - : - . _I.?.. $ 45.502 .. 
fennerty iel TE!~~ _ I Fall 1991(!.!) .L __ 7 .. $ _ __ 30.JOO 1 
-
Ford an I Ro~ert Communicatij Fall 1991 2 $ __ ~6,050 ~ 
--
Gause \Thomas Music Fall1991 II $ 33,990 
':lj~'~--· --- Norman lET Fall1991 I II ! $ ~3,990 I --
Hunter Robert iiET Fall 1991 I 13 $ 36 060 
----··-- - -I Law & Justic I f.~ll 19.2.!_ i Olivero !Michael n : $ 36,060 I 
---
IPEHLS !Falll991 
--- ·--
Rademacher !Craig 4 $ 27~6~?-
-- - - - ---
Thomas Carolyn Home Ec Fall1991 7 $ 30,200 
VanTassel Wesley !Theatre Arts Fall1991 I 23 ' $ 48,463 ~ 
Weyandt Lisa fPsychology Falll991 9' $ 32.039 
-·- ----·-
Yu --~er Physics Fall 1991 (tt) i 
-
6 $ 29,320 i 
- ·---I i 
' r 
-- I I $ 5~6 . ~78 ! 
--P~e 8- retirees.xls 
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90-91 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
I 
FIRST 
l AME 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
O£PA RT'M E 
NT limE DATE Sl'EI' 
1 
SALARY 
I 
Myers 1 Robert Library _S_m_r_l9 __ 9_1_ -'----7_1...:;$ ____ ~.-~09 
Miller :Meghan Geology Wtr 1991 I II $ 33 .990 
- ---1--- ····-- - ,_ .. 
Rubin_ _ _ iCharles _IGeolo~y ___!~!!"._ 1_ 9_'? ~ _ _7 _ $ 
B~ook~':._ - .. -~-~ot~g- B~iness ~?_[~a~II9?0_ ___ __ 25 $ 
30.200 
34,444 
46.451 
RESiGN 
Cu~m_i_~gs _ ~bby _ -1-En_t;.~h __ : Fa~~__90 . 36 $ 
Hale _ __}a~e~J. --~hsh ! f:.~l199_0 . 13 $ 24,134 Smr94 
-'~":'-~~- --- ___ )_!'~I _______ ._Biolo j cal Sc , Fa1~2Q. __ 10 $ 21,959 
La~ey _ _ 1Madalon Eclucati_9 n Fall 199~- • __ ~1 _ _$ 30,?2~ 
~-·_ad_l~cy~--~!_S_us_a_n ____ ~T_EP_S __ _,_F_al_l ~l9~9~0 __ 1~--~l~l,...:;$-·----·...:;2~2,~  ---· 
1~M~i~ch~e~I ____ ~I-~Jo~h~n ____ ~M~u=si=c ____ FF=a~ll =19~9~0--~l ____ ~s~J~$~-----2~0~,5~7~6~j ___ __ 
Michel-Kehkopf icarrie Music Fall1990 i s j 20576 ' 
Powell I Joseph English Fall 1990 i II i $ 22,663 t 
-------.--~--;-~---r-----~--~----~~------
Prigge joebra Education F_ai_I_I9_9_0 __ -+-i ___ 1_1_1_.;$ _______ 22_,_~~~--- - _ 
R~·~z=zu~t~i ____ ~I~.Ja~n~M~---;~M~a~th ____ ~rF_al_l ~l9~9...:;0 __ ~ __ _...:;2~2~' ...:;$~----3~~~-
Schepman I Stephen Psychology Fall 1990 ~ 19 $ 28,931 i 
Schulhauser !candace Curriculum Fall1990 ~ _ _ !~--- __ __ 2~:_93I_i ___ _ 
Schultz iRuss Music Fall 1990 36 $ __ 57, 149 _ _ 
: Signorelli !Philip 1 Drama - -+--F_a_II _I_99_0 _____ 15_,...c$'---- 25,654 1spr 9~ __ 
Stahelski 1Anthony Psycho! •gy Fall 1990 22 $ 31,6 14 i 
----~----~----~--~-----
Williams !Henry Curriculum- JFall 1990 i 21 i $ 30,692 I 
Z_a_c __ h___ ~I_M_a_rc_i_a __ ~----~'-F_ai_I _I9_9_0 _ _ ~1, ___ 2_1~j -'$ ______ 3_0~,6_9_2~~ ------
l ___ 1,_ ____ _,_: - -------- - . 
: I $ 633,197. 
--Page 9- retirees. xis 
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I · 
U\STNA~fE 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
FIRST 
l AME 
New Hires Reported 
1989 to Present 
OE:I'ARTME HIR&OATE SfEP NT 
·.· 
89-90 ~ d --- -
Ala~~ - .. Osr~a_n __ Education Fall 1989 18 $ 
Bo~~~--- __ G~offrt!y !M~~ __ F~lll989 --~0~ 
SALARY RE fGN 
26,795 
-
~8,_42_?. .. ~~06 
B~w~ ___ ~drea • ,Fall 1989 _J _ ___I9_:j ______ .?_!!._~??.: 
·- -Eas~!:_- ~een !Art Fall 1989 40 $ 4~~623~9_!_ 
Fawson Parker I Education Fall 1989 _!!j __ $ ____ 26, 7?U smr 91 
-- . -
Jurenka Nancy Education Falll989 I 201 $ _29;~ -- -
Nethery Vincent Education Fall 1989 i 171 $ 26,013 
I ' 48,318 ! Nott Connie Business Ad Fall 1989 39! $ 
Perkins Robert Business Ad Fall 1989 i 121 $ 22,30~.-L--
Saunders Peter Business Ad Fall l989(tt) I 32 ' $ 41 !~0 --
-
Stein Stephanie Psychology Fall 1989 18: $ 28,088 
I I I 
i l : $ 356,504 ! 
--Page 10- retirees. xis 
.. 
) 
Attachment II 
Central Washington University 
Report of Faculty Retirements 
1989 to Present 
2/17/99 
LAST N:AMt: - FIRsT NAME 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEPARTMENT EFFECI'IVE 
END OF Sl'EP AL.ARV 
98-99 ~~-----------------~--------------------~----- --~~----+-------- ---
O'Shaughnes 1 Patrick 
*McGehee 1 Charles 
Thelen !Thomas 
Moawad :John 
Bachrach iJay 
*Duncan ! Clinton 
Accounting 
Sociology 
Biological Sciences 
TEPS 
PEHLS 
Administrative Mgmt 
Chemistry 
Health Education 
Mathematics 
Music 
Philosophy 
Chemistry /60162 
spring, 1999 
spring, I 999 
spring, I 999 
lsummer, 1999 
!summer, 1999 
winter, I 999 
summer, 1999 
spring, 1999 
spring, 1999 
fall, 1998 
fall, 1998 
fall 1998 
*Pearson !John Physical Educ, Health & Leisu fall 1998 ' -=-.::.=:..:=--...:.:.:=----------iF~::.=.:..==~=.:_.::::~=+=-=::.:....::.:..:.::..._. __ . ____ _ 
.*...:G:..:r~eg;a:s:..::o.::n __ .:.:! R:..::o:..:b:.::.e.:..:rt _______ +'Ph::,<yc.:cs.:..:ic=al:....:E::..:d:..:u:..::c.:..., H=ea:.:.lt::..:h...:&:.:....::L~e=.t=· su=-j.:f=al~l =19:.:9:..::8:__ .. __ _ 
Richards !Kent D History fall 1998 
Neal !Gilbert Communication fall 1998 
Franz !Wolfgang Economics fall, 1998 
17E $ 47,032.00 
25 $ 59,577.00 
24 i $ 56,709.00 
25B $ 58,993.00 
*26AI $ 37,376.00 
-
20 $ 30,231.00 
*14 : $ ~~.18.00 _ 
24A $ 54,859.00 
11 $ 38,618.00 
29A $ 67,725.00 
24A $ 58,421.00 Carlson Fr:..::a:..::nk::....::!Q.:.. -------+=C=ur:.:r.:..:ic:.::u:..::lu:.:;m:..&=-:S:.:u:J:.pte::.:r..:..v.:::is:..:io:.::n __ _.:..:lf.:::al:.::l.c...:1:.::9.::.9.:::.8 ____ .L....__.:=....:..:.~!:..---...::..::!...:..::.::..:::.:. 
1-: ·.----- f)al.; ECE & TESL/Bil im:u l1 .:..:sm.:.:.:r:..:..•...:l.:.99:..:8:..._. _____ :..:: 24B $ s7.r~~Q.. 
14B $ 42,619.00 3v~ < •• ~gs 1Janice I Physi~aiEduc, Hea ~~h & Leisu ~summer 1998 1 
I I I 
------------------~----------------~------~-----L-----------! _! _ ________ --+· -=$ ___ 98_0,_5_50_.09_ 
! - ----··----------
*indicates earl:" retirement; sa l :~ ry is 60% of full salary r 
I I 1---------------------+-------------------~---------~--~-- ----- --l 
~--~-----------1 
--Page 1- retirees.!tls 
2/17/99 
LAST AME 
~· 
97-98 I 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
R~tirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEPAR'tM.ENT • EFFECYIVE 
EN D OF STEP 
*La pen Robert ~=:..:..:....--+===----+B=-i:.::.o.:..::lo~~g.:..::ic=ai:...:S:..:c~ie:..:;n:=ce:.:s _____ spring 1998 ---~23T$ ___ 33,035 .0~ 
Chan-Nui Ernest Curricumulum & Supervision spring 1998 _15 $ 43.462.00 
Black Don 
Clark lalen W. 
-
Curriculum & Supervision spring 1998 :.. 20 $ 50,385.00 
Biological Sciences spring 1998 24 $ _ 56,709.00_ 
*Vifian John !English spring 1998 __ .*.IJ !_ -· 29!~5 L_O_Q_ 
Osborn Dolores !Admin Management & Busines spring 19~ ... - _ __ }~~: . $ _ 5 !!_.~93.09 
Envick Robert Industrial & Engineering Techn jspring, 1_9_2L ___ , ____ !}_AJ .. t . 42,045.00 
Hammond Kenneth A. 
Guatney Charles W. 
*Pacha Robert 
' 
"'Silva John 
!Geography & Land Studies Fall1997 25A ! $ 60,173.00 
=-====---+=-== .:.::..::.;,.,:,.::.:....__.-11-'A:...:d-'-'min Management & Busines summer 1997 - J5A! $ 44,774.00 
lsiological Sciences 1Fall 1997 ----·---~z6i $ ·-· 3 6,o97 .oo 
Psychology Fall 1997 ·-- .. ---*Z41 $ 34-:D2s .00 
$ 418,927.00 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary 
--Page 2- retirees .xls 
2/17/99 
LI\ST AI)(IE FJRST.· AM£ 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEPARTMEJ'ff EFFECTIVE END OF STEP 
1 I I 
. SAL\'RV 
96-97 i 1.::._:_:_:_ _ -1-_ _ ____ .:._1 ________ ____.; ____ _ _ , I- _,, ___ _ 
*Bentley !Robert D . ....::..:.:.:.:.c~---=.::...:..::.:..::...:::..;_ __ --'i:..:.G:..:.eo.:....l-'og, y,__ ______ . :spring 1997 __ ; -~-2~jj_ __ ··-~2,9 1] .00 
___ ._IH_i_st_or-<-y _ _ _____ _,[ .=.sp~r=inlt_!?97 .. 18, $ 45.944.00 Brennan !James F. 
-
Brown iRobert H. :.:..=..:.:.:.:.-- ===~--_:.::!B:..:i.=.:.:oll~g ical Sciences _ ~ ~pring !_?97 28 $ 61.744.00 
Ressler 
- - ·--
Roberts 
~perry 
John Q. 
Neil A. 
'Willard 
!Geography and Land Studies Spring 1997 
iCurricumulum & Supervision . ; pring i9 97 
Physics 1 Spring 1997 
-
23 $ 53,262.00 
--
. 
15 ! $ 42.045.00 
·---
23 ! $ 53,262.QQ_ 
2 t! $ 50.204.00 
27! $ 
1=z::..:.wc..:.a::..:n=zi:2ge.:..;r_j.:.l M:..:.ax=.:...:D::..:.·c_ _ __ _,..;: P""s,_yc'--h:..:.o.:....lo""g"'-y· -- I Spring 1997 --J---=..:...\-::._._ -=..::.:::::....:.:..:.: 
Smith IWilliam !Anthropology winter 1997 60,764.00 
*Applegate !Jimmie R. !Curriculum & Supervision 'winter 1997 I 27 i $ 35,968.00 
LeFevre !Dale !Teacher Education Programs Fall 1996 22 1 $ 51,710.00 
Powell I Willa Dene !Family and Consumer Sciences Fall 1996 131 $ 39,631.00 
*23 1 $ 31,957.00 *Kerr iThomasJ. !Political Science Summer 1996 I 
; I 
I 
-i s 
I 
559,406.00 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary : 
- Page 3· rerirees .xls 
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Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
LASJ' AMB FIRST ('IAI\iiE DEPARTMEIST ~f'.FE~TVE. . ' SllEP END OF SALAR 
95-96 
--·----------+------- - --L------- -- -- -··- - -
-::.B:.:ic.=.:ch..:.:i=er..:..i ___ i=-M=a=-rc:.:o.:....:G=-·-----+-A_n_th,.:...ro:.Ip:.:o.:.:lo:.sg'Ly _____ . I Spring 1996 - 27: $ -- 5~946._00 
"'~-la_nton I Thomas L. English ·----- --.;.:i S::~:P:.:..r ':.:.:m~g~l~996 __ ._ 18 $ 27.566.00 
. -- --·---
Denman 'Clayton C. Anthropology ____ _ji S~_l_296 _ . __ _E_ L _ 53,2~2.00 
*F~a=r=kas=---~S..:.:te=-ve..:.:n.:....:E=·~--~G=-c~olo~g~y ___________ ~~ng iJ96 ;lo;J,_ 21,759.00 
fij.elm___ Norman --·---ti-E.!_ _______ __ ~prin~.!_996 II $ 37,356.00 
Kramar Zoltan 'History ; ~pring _l996 ____ 25 $ 56,504:00 
~eRoy ;Paul E. History Spring 1996 i 22 i $ 51 ,710.00 
*Lloyd lMargaret Psychology Spring 1996 I •2 tl $ 30,122.00 
Ramsdell :Daniel D. History Spring!2....:..19::..:9:..:6=--+i _ ___:2:..4:.,.~ 1 ..::$:.__..::5:....:4.!..:,8:::5..:..9:::.:.00 
~.~S..:.:hu:.!p=-e ~I..:.:D..:.o.:.:.na=ld.::..:..:R.:.:. ---+P_s_._ych.:....:o..:..;lo""g~y ______ .JC js:c,P::.:...r:.:..:in.E...:.gl .::...;99:...:6:._ _ _ _ •~~!. __ 3 I ,9~~·.0.9. 
Town ioeorge Computer Science !Spring 1996 22 $ 51 ,710.0g_ 
Wolford iNorman H. Industrial & Engineering Techn Spring 1996 -JOT! 48,742.00 
"'Comstock iDale R. Mathematics !Winter 1996 - ·- *-=2=-7-=-$---=35,967.00 
"'..:.M.:.:a:::.:c.:.:..in:.:..:kc:.o_...::! G:..:e.c::.or""g"-e ____ --~..::G=eo:sg~ra:tp:.::h'Ly __________ ! Winter 1996 
S-::a:.::h.::ls=tra.::n..:.:d::__..:.:: tv:.::l.::ar:sgca:.::rc..:..t :.:A..:.. ---+1=-A=-rt~--------~ Winter 19~6 
Smith :Raymond A. Humanities ~ Winter 1996 
•Dunning tWilliam V. Art Fnlll995 
*Keller I chester Z. Philosophy Fall1995 
*28 ! $ 37,046.00 
~ . ... - -----
lU _ __43,3_o7._oo_ 
24 $ 54,859.00 
-. - -;23!$ ___ 31,;5·7.00 
I •2s l s 37,o46.oo 
I 
~ ~~~~~~~~~'. ~~~~~~~~~~_:-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~~-~-'..c:s~-~~7.:.=6.~-·6-75-._oo 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary 
--Page 4- retirees. xis 
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" 
LAST i\:M,E ru~ AME 
94-95 I 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEPARTMENT EFFECTIVE E D OF 
-
STEP Si\l:.ARV 
*Barker IWilliamW. 
-
~-~~;::..:..:.....;.:...: __ -1-B=-i'-"o-'-"-l o~ica l Sciences !Spring 1995 ~~- _3 1,6'!_9.00 
Foreing Language (Spanish) isprin;l995 - ·- ~2..?.~ ___ 34,5~.00 *Bilyeu !Elbert E. 
Dietrich !Donald 
Gaines !Rober D. 
-------·---~misrry!~cience _ _J ering 199~----- l~ .. L _ ... ?~.961 :90 
:..:-..:..;.:.:.=.._--it..:...:.::~....=...:- --IChemistry jspring 1995 22 $ 49,721.00 
Habib tHelmi S. 
-------
!Chemistry I Spring 1995 ... ----~Iii..!.. ... __ ~~91)J:D_Q 
Hasbrouck !Richard W. 22.:._~ ___ _j9,~21.00 
.. 
Chemistry i pring 1995 
---
Madsen I Glenn A. Education _ ~pring 1995_ 
-· 
23 $ 51.2 13.00 
-
Samuelson tDaleV. 
-
lET (Flight Tech) _j~_prin~l995_ 14 $ 3 ~,250 . 00 
Sands Catherine 
S_p:.t!!_ Constance H. 
16 , $ ---~1~41 .00 
----
= .:...__-..::..::..:.:.c;..:.;...;.;.;.;._ _ _ ~thropo logy ~.:_E!i_ng .!J95_ 
--===~:__-+IA~rt:..::...... _ ____ ___ ~pring 1995 22 $ ~7~ 1 :.00 
-··----· ·-
Vlcek ,charles W. Libn1ry (Instructional Media) Spring 1995 ( 12MO): $ 64.469.00 
--
Foster 1John Communication Winter 1995 14! $ 39,250.00 
Greatsi nger Calvin G. Education Fall 1994 201 $ 46,867.00 
I 
*Green IJames G. Psychology Fall 1994 I *22 1 $ 29,833 .00 
Wheeler Raymond L. Music Fall 1994 I I t9h 45,502.00 
' 
-
------+-------4----------~----~--~·-----~- ·-
----r·------+----------·----··------
··--·------·-----,---------------·---- ----·--- - ---I I • $ 685,343.00 
--- ---L-------+-------------~-----------:..::......-_:_::.~~~~1 
--------------~~-----------------------------·-------------------
*indicates early r~::tiremem; sa larv is 60 % of full sa lary 
--Page 5- retirees. xis 
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2/17/99 
LAST NAME FfR$T·lllAME 
93-94 
' 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
·'r: 
OEPARTM.ENT EFFEClWE 
' 
-
END OF 
----
STEP ALARY 
. -· 
-· 
- -
I I 
-- ·---··---- - -·---· -·------~--t ' - - ---- -~·-- - ---- -· ·- . ,~. 
*Giauert :Earl T. ~story S rinl! 1994 *23' $ 30,728.00 
.l~hns~~ -~~OX~--- - Busin~ss Administration - -- -.:_~pring_!_9~- _ ?l $ 46,125.00 
-· 
J~nes J.l erry L. Chem istry •S_prin& 1994 . _ ____ __l-7 _$_ _____ 57~49.00 
-
~Jucki ng !Edward P. Biological Sciences Spring 1994 261--L 55,96 1.:.0~ 
Nylander !.lames G. Physical Educ, Health & Leisur !Spring 1994 22 1 $ 49,72L~O I 
Potter iMary Jean Education :Spring 1994 12 1 $ 36,997.00 
King joonald R. English iFal\ 1993 .-!ili_ 41 .641-:oo· 
Cory I Kenneth Art , Immediate!~ 16 $ ~ 1..!~4 !.:Q.O 
*Martin !BemardL. Mathematics/Computer Science! Fall 1993 *26 $ 33,577.00 
*Mclnelly !Wells A. Counseling Center !Fall 1993 I *20 $ 28,120.00 
Brooks IJames E. Geography 1Falll993 : 26 t $ 55,961.00_ 
•Utzinger !John G. Ph ilosophy 
-· 
lFnll 1993 ~ 27,30LOO 
-
-
·--1- -I $ 505,413.00 
I I : ' 
·-
- --·------ - ·-
*indicates early retirement ; salarl is 60% of full sa lary 
--·------- -- --L-------··-· 
--Page 6- retirees . xis 
2/17/99 
FlRSTNAM.~ 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
QEP RT.MENT .ElFFECrrvE 
END OF Sl'EP SAL.ARY 
~2-~3 ___ : l .. : - - -
Andress Joel M. Geography !Spring 1993 ! 20 1 $ -~?.725,:_00 
Boles Ronald J. Biological Sciences/Science Ed Is ring 1993 · 241 $ 51,464.00 
!?oi _ ·- ~- Makiko _ --~~rury-- jSprin~ !_9~-- __ j_Q,{_JZMQ2i i _ 55,863 .02 _ 
*Goedecke :Walter R. !Philosophy /Spring 1993 i *25: $ 31,8_.9_?;00 
H~~ .. R~ssell ·w.- I Sociolo~/Law & J ~~~ice ---:Sprin; 1993· .._ .- .... -2-o!'$' 45,725.00 
---- ---·--·-----···----- - ---- --- .. L._ ~------1 - -- - ·····--- ·· -
HeTUlll John M. !English ,S pring 1993 ' 21 $ 47,097.00 
--'-·- -r---- --
1_*_L_es_te_r_ ---'-: M-"--. N'-ac.:.n-'-'cy ----+I_Fo_r_ei~n Language ~)lring___!1}_2_3 __ ..... _ _ *.!2_. $ 26.636.00 
Mitchell jRobert C. J Physics I Spring 1993 23 1 $ 49,965.00 
*Ringe !Geology !spring 1993 *22 1 $ 29,106.00 
Willbcrg tCalvin G. !Computer Science !spring 1993 • 16 $ 40,626.00 ~~~------------~--~--------------~-~~~--------~~----~---
Waddle [Richard L. /Library !June 30, 1993 i (12MO) i $ ---~6,780.00_ 
!L. Don 
Frye !Ronald M. Industrial & Engineering TechnJWinter 1993 ' _ __l-2 $__ 56,23 7:_20 .. 
Basler ,D. Dnry l !Education !Fall1992 _ ?~ j_ _ 48,510.00 
G_2odeL_ __ !_D_ar_w_in __ J._____ _._I P_s~·y_cl_lo __ lo_,gr ___ ,____________ _ 15 L $ ___ 39,442.<!_0 ~ Fall 1992 
---- -_S_am_u~ei _____ ~I.:.TE=P:..::S ;.._________ . ]4~. $ ___ _?_1_. 464.00 ,Yall I 992 
---
Rust 
.. ______ --~, ___________________ ~ -------·---- ·------- --
' 
. 
j $ 686,44 5.00 
' I I 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary I 
' 
I 
·-Page 7- retirees. xis 
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-
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
. ,·~ 
l A.STNAME FIRST NAI\:LE OEP Rn £ENT EFFEC fTYE STEP SA'r..AR £ND OF 
91-92 
-· - - -
*Carne iEva Foreign Language i Spring 1992 . *241 $ 20.083.00 
*Fitzg~rald • Quent~-· Art . .i11? ..r:~ng 19~2--- ~- *I!_Al..!_ ___ 25,86o.go 
*Potter Conrad Education L~prin~?~ ~-!.- *261_$_ 3_!_,.?.?4.00 
-- -
*Lowther 1Lawrence L. !History ISmr 1992 I *241 $ 29,950.00 
--- - ----· ----·---· -- ·-r.·--·- ------ . -- --'- - - -
*.l?.~~s __ ;Rober!__,_,_Jl-lbmrL_ _ ---- · s~~~J_9_?.2 _ 
- ( t 2_rT1~L ~ 36,639.00 
-·-·-- ----------. 
Putnam 
--!Jean PEHLS t=.f!r ing 1992 I 25 r $ 51 ,.4 15.00 
I Robert TEPS I I Myers I 
' 
.!.?.1-L- - ~ 8,256.00 
!.r. Richard ------- - -Jensen 
-
Music_· _ _____ -· __ .. Wtr 1992 28! $ . 56,182.~0 
Unruh !Dan TEPS 'Wtr 1992 23J $ 4~2463 .00 
. ____,_ ______ ----l-
- --
i 
------
' I 1$ 338,622.00 
- I *indicates earlx re tirement ; salary is 60% of full sala!l: I 
' I i ' I 
--Page 8- retirees. xis 
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Li\ ST NAI\IE FIRST NAME 
90-91 
----------
Grossman !George 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
DEP RTI\IENT EFiiECflVE 
END Of' 
I 
- -
---- ----
--- ... __________ 
. 
TEP ' iSmr 1991 
--··-- - --
- · --·~ -
STEP .. \LAR 
... . . .. 
23 $ 32.529.00 
; . 
Schneider ,Frank ___ 1 Libmry_ 'Wtr 1991 28' $ ?-~~?}:00 _ 
_ IAdmin Mg_~··--· ~ -- ·--- -- ___ L ___ ·--Harsha •Kenneth i S!f!r 1991 ' 
. -----~-'!l.J_ -___ _. ___ --· ,. 3_1,47_2..00 
Ste:~~rt __ ~ogc_r ___ 1Psy: }10logy __ -·---- Smr 1991 151 $ 25.654.00 
·-- -, -----
*Wiberg :Curt !J~~!_o~y ____ _ . ___ !Smrl991 
-- -·- -' --~ L..~ ____ 32,~~..:...00 
DeShaw ' Bryon TEPS ISmr 1991 22 Ll_ l_l,614.00 
·--· ·-·--- -
Pnnerio !Robert Music ispri ng 1991 _ _ ! ---~5i!_ ~i44.02._ 
Easterling jllda Fore!ign Lang !spring 1991_J 221 $ __ _2!_,614.00 
*Evans ,Betty E. ~~:~"'' A•t. Spring 1991 ' *21 i $ 18.4 15.00 -- --Brunner I Gerald jwtr 1990 ' 20 $ . 29,79~0Q_ ______~...:::
' - -- .... - ·--- .. - - ---
' 
I ! 
' 
Is I I 338,733.00 . I I 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary I I 
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LA T NAME FIRST , AM~ 
89-90 
Norris Melvin 
Nicholson IL. Dean 
!~nson _ _! W. Va~ce 
•Douce 
:Ann 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
. DEPARTMENT EFFECl'lVE END OF 
Education spring 1990 : 
Physical Ed Sprin&_ 1990 . 
!Physics I Spring 1990 __ 
---
~ 
STEP SALARY 
I 
31 1 $ 38,890.00 
3_3 L_L ·--~ 1_,.!Q~Oo 
34 $ 42,250.00 
·-
~~l~ 18,095.00 iPearl M. ·-- -·! Fami ly & Consumer Sciences ! Sprii !~. !2_9Q 
Donavan _ __ _ Library _______ ~ 5_'!!_!"_1990 (12 mo)! $ 24,783.00 
---- -
- - - ·- ----1--- ·· ·---
White .Donald ,Music smr 1990 40 $ ~9,623..:.00_ 
---· -·-··---'--
I I I___. _____ 
-
i 
I ' L$ 21 4,74 ~.00_ I 
-· -I 
I I 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary I I 
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. 
LAST t\I\IW FTI~ /\ME 
88-89 I 
I 
Central Washington University 
Faculty 
Retirements Reported 
1989 to Present 
'fj: D~P RTMENT .EFFECflVE END OF 
. 
I 
1 
.. 
STEP SALAR 
I 
~-
--I 
*Bennett I Robert IPhy,";" Jsummer 19~.2__:_ ~3··-~-$ ~~.00 
I 
Eickhoff !Henry !Music ; Summer !2~ ... 
.. l1~------ 32,9~.00 
- .. ·- -
Pennelly :Joan ;Education 
______ _____2~ng I~~-.. -
_ .. ~1-~-~- _ -·-.. 3~, 790.QO 
----------- - ·- --
•sessions iFrank Q. I Socio~ogy ·Summer 1989 *22A $ I ~1.)_68.00 
--·- - -- -· 
*Nelson Frank B. Psychology lwtr 1988 *27 $ 20,874.00 __ 
Canedo Anthony English Spring 1989 I :=1il:_s 43,434.00 
*Dumas Philip Biology ! Spring 1989 *35 , $ 26,060.00 
--- ,------
*Sheldon Dorothy TEPS Fall1988 I *29, $ 22,081.00 
·- -
I 
Is 224,806.00 
*indicates early retirement; salary is 60% of full salary ! l 
I I i I ! . 
--Page II- retirees. xis 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Provost I Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
MEMORANDUM Date: February 10, 1999 
TO: 
FROM: 
COPIES: 
SUBJECT: 
John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Linda Beath, Vice Chair, Faculty Senate 
Terry De Vietti, Secretary, Faculty Senate 
Cindy Emmaus, At-Large Member 
Lynn Richmond, At-Large Member 
Rob Perkins, Past Chair 
David P. Dauwalder, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairib~r_. 
I. Nelson, L. Babener, L. Douglas, J. Ninnemann, R. Savoian, B. Heckart, 
B. Benson, E. Bergman, J. Eubanks, D. Majsterek, L. Raubeson 
LETTERS FROM THE FACULTY CODE COMMITTEE 
Over the past two months, I've received two separate letters from Beverly Heckart in her role as 
Chair ofthe Faculty Senate Code Committee. Copies of the letters are attached. 
In the December 8 letter, items 1-3 appear to restate what is stated in the code references. 
However, item 4, which refers to Section 15.30, presents statements that appear to extend beyond 
the provision expressed in that section of the "Faculty Code." The text of item 4 appears to 
define various rights of students, cite a course cancellation policy, and describe a statement that 
defines proration for partial load based on credit hours taught as the only method of proration that 
is appropriate. It is the only proration policy cited in the code; however, the code allows 
additional processes for consideration of other policies related to summer session funding, which 
would include other proration policies. 
In the January 29 letter, the Faculty Senate Code Committee appears to take its position even 
further, advising me to advise the deans "to stop all plans immediately to prorate salaries on the 
basis of enrollment for summer sessions, 1999." 
The Faculty Senate Code Committee is charged with the following functions: receiving, 
reviewing, initiating, and making recommendations or proposals for amendments to the Faculty 
Code. As a standing committee of the Faculty Senate, it reports its recommendations to the 
Senate, not elsewhere in the institution. The only exception that appears in the "Faculty Code" is 
related to formal interpretations (Section 1.25), which require a written recommendation directly 
to the president and subsequent action by the Board of Trustees. 
The Code Committee has and continues to coordinate its efforts with appropriate individuals, 
groups, and committees, as noted in its charge. I continue to appreciate the efforts of the 
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Faculty Senate Executive Committee -2- February 10, 1999 
committee to do so. Perhaps the two letters were intended to serve that function; however, parts 
of those letters appear to extend the role of the Code Committee beyond that identified as its 
charge. 
The issue that appears to have generated these two letters is the issue that has been characterized 
as "college-based proration policies." A series of college-based policies that are related to 
summer session funding circumstances have been developed through the policy-development 
governance processes in the academic colleges and school. Those policies have been forwarded 
to the Faculty Senate for review under the provisions of Section 15.40 of the Faculty Code. 
Section 15.40 identifies the Faculty Senate as the appropriate faculty body to review these 
policies. 
I would welcome the opportUnity to discuss this issue with you, the Executive Committee, or the 
Code Committee if it warrants further discussion. Separately, I encourage you and the Executive 
Committee to place the issue of college-based plans related to summer session funding on the 
agenda for a future meeting of the Faculty Senate. 
"r-'"- - ·· 
•• 
· .. Cl "' 
~
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
December 8, 1998 
Mr. David Dauwalder, Provost 
Office of Academic Affairs 
campus--7503 
Dear David: 
Faculty Senate 
RECEIVED 
. DEC 0 9 1998 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
The Faculty Senate Code Committee has reviewed the Faculty Code 
with respect to the administration of summer school and brings the 
following items to your attention. 
1. · Academic program is the fundamental consideration in planning 
summer sessions. [Preamble Faculty Code Section 15.20] 
2. No faculty member has the right to teach summer school but the 
university shall give preference to regular [tenured and tenure-
track] faculty in the assignment to teach summer school if their 
qualifications match program needs. [Faculty Code Section 15.20 
B.] . 
3. The university does not have the right to request any faculty 
member to teach during summer sessions. [Faculty Code Section 
15.20 B.] 
4. Faculty who accept assignment to teach in the summer school 
shall be paid the full amount of their cont~act independent of 
class enrollment and any decision to cancel a class for low 
enrollment must recognize the right of the students to have the 
class taught as advertised. No class shall be canceled unless the 
enr9lled students and the faculty member are mutually agreeable 
that it not be taught. Pro-ration of faculty salaries except for 
load is prohibited. [Emphasis of code committee; Faculty Code 
section 15.30] · 
For summer school, as for the other quarters of the year, academic 
program is the fundamental consideration for planning and 
assignment. It follows that those judgements that lead to 
publishing a summer session's class schedule mutually obligate 
faculty and administration to make good on their promises to 
deliver the program, as published, after enrollment has begun. 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7509 • Barge 409 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX: 509-963-3206 
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. - ·"' 
students have the r~ght to take courses as advertised, and academic 
integrity requires that all offerings with any student enrollment 
be delivered. 
It is clear that present practices of invoking contingency are not 
consistent with the provisions of the Faculty Code and that the 
only pro-ration of salary provided for within the Code applies to 
reduction in salary based upon contact hour load. 
Sincerely, 
Y-!t~ 
t, . Chair 
ate Code Committee 
. cc. Mr. John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair· 
Faculty Senate 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
January 29, 199q 
Mr. David Dauwalder, Provost 
Office of Academic Affairs 
campus--7503 
Dear David: 
Faculty Senate 
Re:c~ Jv~o 
JAN 2 9 1999 
OFFICE OF TH 
E PRovosr 
In a letter dated December 8, 1998 the Faculty Senate Code 
Committee drew your attention to the fact that Faculty Code Section 
15.30 makes no provision for prorating summer salaries on the basis 
of student enrollment. It has now come to our attention that the 
university's administration, not only in clear violation of the 
Code but in the face of extreme dissatisfaction over salaries and 
the commercialization of the university, this proposed action only 
corroborates faculty concerns about the university's commitment to 
shared governance. 
In response to the administration's proposed policy on prorating 
summer courses, the Code Committee recommends that you advise the 
academic deans to stop all plans immediately to prorate salaries on 
the basis of enrollment for summer sessions, 1999. There is no 
compelling reason to continue the practice. In the 1998 summer 
the university profited by over one-half million dollars. The 
anticipated profit for summer 1999, though estimated to be lower, 
is still projected to exceed one-half million dollars. The Code 
Committee understands that this profit may be used to benefit 
faculty in a var~ety of ways, but it sees no reason to deprive 
individual faculty of full sala.ry for a class actually taught 
because of the vagaries of who knows what. 
Through prudent planning, based on current trends, it is possible, 
for the most part, to plan summer school so that a department as a 
whole but makes a profit while maintaining program integrity. 
Colleges and departments are able to balance one faculty member's 
good enrollment with another's low enrollment. In subsequent 
summers, the individual faculty members' situation might reverse. 
The same holds true for colleges as a whole. In one recent Faculty 
Forum, a dean argued that we should begin to look at the university 
holistically. The Code Committee recommends that this practice 
begin with summer school,- 1999. 
A related summer school issue has also come to our attention. We 
understand that individual college plan to continue the practice of 
awarding salary bonuses to those faculty whose graduate students 
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complete theses during summer 1999. The Code Committee was charged 
at the beginning of this year with finding a substitute for that 
practice. Additionally, the university's auditor has . requested 
from us an interpretation regarding the award of credit for 
individual studies and theses supervision during the regular 
academic year (Faculty Code Section 7.20). The Code Committee has 
devised a solution to both these problems that responds to these 
requests. We will greatly appreciate discussing this matter with 
you as quickly as possible (See below.). If we agree on a policy 
for this problem, such agreement should address the payment of such 
bonuses for summer school, 1999. · 
Several years ago, the Code Committee, after an extremely 
uncomfo~table meeting with the university's auditor, met with you 
and the deans to plead that some consistency among schools occur 
with respect to the administration of policies enunciated in the 
Faculty Code and in other places. We did so in the spirit of 
collaboration with the deans. We never again wanted to be placed 
in the position to undermine the deans' desire to benefit the 
faculty as much as they can. The .current plans for summer school 
ignore our past cooperative and respectful spirit and set the scene 
for further dissatisfaction among the faculty and confrontation 
with the administration. 
We will appreciate your stopping all current plans for proration of 
faculty salaries on the basis of e11rollment during summer sessions, 
1999. We have made an appointment to discuss this and other 
matters with you (.documents to be supplied subsequently) on 
February 10 from 3-5 p.m. The complete committee can only DJeet on 
Wednesdays at that time because of our heavy teaching loads and 
disparate schedules. Thank you for your consideration in this 
matter. 
Sincerely, 
YJcko{ 
art, Chair 
a e Code committee 
cc. J n Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
• 
.,.,, o u,_1., 
~ c ( 
!:! "' 
~ 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Office of the Provost I Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
MEMORANDUM Date: February 10, 1999 
TO: John Alsoszatai-Petheo, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Linda Beath, Vice Chair, Faculty Senate 
Terry De Vietti, Secretary, Faculty Senate 
Cindy Emmans, At-Large Member 
Lynn Richmond, At-Large Member 
Rob Perkins, Past Chair 
FROM: David P. Dauwalder, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs~ 
COPIES: I. Nelson, L. Babener, L. Douglas, J. Ninnemann, R. Savoian, 
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR FACULTY SENATE REVIEW OF COLLEGE-
BASED POLICIES RELATED TO SUMMER SESSION FUNDING 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
Please pennit the four college deans and me to present the attached college-based plans related to 
summer session funding Circumstances for review by the Faculty Senate at either the March 3 or 
April14 meeting ofthe Faculty Senate. 
Each of the academic colleges at Central Washington University has developed through its internal 
policy-development processes policies related to the management of summer session expenditures. 
Each college-based policy has been developed by deans and department chairs in consultation with 
the faculty of the college or school. 
Section 15.40 of the CWU Faculty Code allows such exceptions due to "summer session funding 
circumstances." Such exceptions must be reviewed by the Faculty Senate. In past years, such 
policies had not been viewed to be exceptions; however, our more broad-based discussion of 
summer session budget plans during 1998-99 suggests that review of these policies by the Faculty 
Senate is appropriate. Therefore, I am making this request. 
Attached are the following policies for the following colleges and school: 
College-Developed Policy 
Thesis Pay for Summer Quarter 
Proration Process for Summer Session Courses 
Pay for Thesis Supervision 
Revenue Sharing 
Summer School Proration Policy 
Policy on Summer Fiscal Management 
College or School 
College of Education & Professional Studies 
College of Education & Professional Studies 
College of the Sciences 
College of the Sciences 
School of Business & Economics 
College of Arts & Humanities 
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PRORATION POLICIES ESTABLISHED BY 
EACH ACADEMIC COLLEGE/SCHOOL 
FOR APPLICATION DURING 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
Central Washington University 
January 1999 
This document presents the established summer session proration policies established 
through policy-development processes in the four academic colleges/school. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Thesis Pay for Summer Quarter 
(Adopted March 6, 1997) 
The maximum funding, per committee, is $500. Each department has the flexibility for 
distribution to committee members. Total thesis pay, per faculty member, will not exceed 
$2,000. 
Proration Process for Summer Session Courses 
The following process is used by the chair to make decisions regarding faculty salary prorations: 
1. Review the overall profit status for department, program, and division with the intent of not 
penalizing faculty. 
2. Look at the total enrollment load for the individual faculty member. 
3. Take into account independent studies or arranged courses for the faculty member. 
4. Recognize the obligation to students and faculty-What are the "negatives" associated with 
canceling a course? 
5. If the overall enrollments for all courses are low, provide the option of proration to the faculty 
member. If overall enrollments are within or approach the class-size guidelines and the 
department/program is showing a profit, no proration occurs. 
To reduce the likelihood of proration becoming an issue, chairs: 
1. Schedule courses that have been successful in previous years, and 
2. Identify potential "money losers" in advance and seek faculty agreement, in advance, about 
what will happen if course enrollments are low (i.e., experimental courses, starting new 
programs) 
t . 
Summer Proration Policies -2- January 1999 
COLLEGE OF THE SCIENCES 
5.3--Pay for Thesis Supervision 
5. 3 .1 It is the policy of the college to compensate instructors of record in summer courses 
numbered 700 (Master's Thesis). The faculty member is paid a standard amount for each 
student credit hour of enrollment. The standard amount is a portion of the cost of one 
credit of graduate tuition, withholding a portion estimated to be sufficient to cover faculty 
benefits and university-based fixed costs. 
5.4--Low Enrollment Courses: Cancellation, Proration, and Enrollment Balancing 
5. 4.1 Before summer session begins, the associate dean estimates the number of students 
needed to support the costs of each course. Courses with insufficient enrollment are 
subject to cancellation or may be offered under terms of reduced faculty salary (Summer 
Session Policy Manual, VI.A.4). These actions are taken after consultation between the 
associate dean and department chair. 
5.4. 2 If an under enrolled course is close to sufficient enrollment, the associate dean, in 
consultation with the department chair, may recommend to the dean that the faculty 
member will receive full salary for teaching the course. This will be the case only if 
other courses in the same department have sufficient enrollment to generate excess 
revenue that balances the deficit in the underenrolled course. Excess enrollments in one 
department will not be used to balance low enrollments in another department. 
5.4.3 Excess enrollments generate excess tuition revenues, a portion of which is returned to the 
college and department in the form of revenue sharing. The college's policy on 
enrollment balancing and prorated salaries recognizes that the desirability of revenue 
sharing income varies across departments. 
5.5--Revenue Sharing 
5. 5.1 If summer session revenues exceed summer session costs, the provost distributes a 
portion of the excess revenue to the dean. It is the policy of the college to distribute all of 
these revenues to the college's academic departments. Two methods are used to effect 
this distribution. 
5.5 .1.1 The majority of the funds are distributed in proportion to the department's excess revenue 
generation. These funds are placed in the department's Ledger 2 Summer Distribution 
account as soon as the dean receives the college's allocation from the provost's office. 
5. 5 .1.2 A smaller portion is retained by the dean for later distribution to departments, as needs 
emerge. Examples of these needs include: costs associated with interviewing applicants 
for faculty positions, travel expenses, equipment costs for new faculty, and faculty 
development projects. 
I. • 
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
Summer School Proration Policy 
l . At the end of the pre-registration for summer school, the Office of the Dean will examine its 
model to determine if the school is breaking even. lfthe SBE surpasses break even, the full 
schedule may proceed. 
2. Ifthe SBE is not breaking even, each department is examined to see if any surpass break 
even. If a department surpasses break even, no proration will occur in that department. 
However, excess revenues from that department may be applied to shortfalls in other 
departments. The application of excess revenues is based on a fixed amount per credit. 
3. If a department is still not breaking even, then individual professors ' enrollments are 
examined. If enrollments average 18-19 or more, an individual professor will not be 
prorated. 
• If enrollment averages less than 18-19, other revenues generated by the faculty member 
through independent studies or cooperative education are considered, which would 
counteract any possible proration. In addition, the individuals will have the opportunity 
to try to generate extra enrollment and/or income to counteract the possible proration. 
• The professors will also inform the Chair and the Office of the Dean whether they will 
still teach the course if there is a proration. If they do not wish to teach under prorated 
conditions, other faculty may be extended an opportunity to lead the class or the class 
may be cancelled. 
4. Finally, the Office ofthe Dean will wait until the end ofthe second day of summer school to 
finalize any prorations and revise contracts. At that point, the SBE will go through the 
procedures outlined above one more time. Efforts will be made to not prorate those 
professors with only one course. 
Approved by Faculty Policy Committee 3/31197 
Approved by SBE Executive Committee 5/22/97 
Approved by SBE Dean 5/22/97 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS & HUMANITIES 
Policy on Sum mel' Fiscal Manaeemeot 
The College goals are to insure that summer offerings are program driven and address student 
needs, maximize the revenue generated by summer session, and provide equitable employment 
for faculty who desire it. To those ends, the following policy guidelines will inform sununer 
fiscal management. 
1. Departments will be required to justify their proposed summer offerings in terms of student 
and program needs, past enrollments, and other evidence of enrollment potential. Course 
offerings should balance general education needs, undergraduate and graduate program 
requirements, and special interest courses designed to meet specific interests of student and 
community audiences. The schedule should also balance high enrollment courses with 
special interest courses, if proposed, to promote revenue for department and college use. 
2. Based on projected programmatic needs, each department will be expected to develop a 
policy for insuring that summer courses are available to faculty on an equitable basis. 
3. Departments should develop a list of alternate faculty who would be available to teach 
scheduled courses in the event a course may need to be prorated and the faculty member 
assigned to the course does not wish to teach it on a pro-rated basis. 
4. A break-even budget figure will be calculated based on total course costs by department. The 
total course costs will be the sum of faculty and T A (if applicable) salaries, benefits, 
department costs, and overhead as charged by the university. 
5. If total department enrollments generate revenue at least 20% above the break-even budget 
sufficient to cover all course costs, courses will not be canceled or pro-rated if they meet 
minimum enrollments of five for graduate courses and eight for undergraduate courses. 
Decisions will be made through consultation between the Dean's office, the chair, and the 
faculty member. The calculation of break-even plus 20% will be made at the point necessary 
to make a decision regarding the status of the course and the faculty contract. 
6. If total department enrollments generate revenue below 20% above the break-even budget 
sufficient to cover all course costs, courses will be prorated according to the following 
formula. 
a. For courses in which student enrollment is 75% or greater than the break-even figure, the 
faculty member will receive maximum salary for the course. 
b. For courses in which student enrollment is between 50% and 74% (inclusive) of the 
break-even figure, the faculty member's salary will be pro-rated to 75% of maximum 
salary. 
c. For courses in which student enrollment is below 50% ofthe break-even figure, but 
above the minimum enrollments of five for graduate courses and eight for undergraduate 
courses, the faculty member's salary will be pro-rated to 50% of maximum salary. 
